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EDITORIAL 
The future of the radio enthusiast who wants to experi

ment with transmitting appears to be assured. Those who 
want to own and operate their own transmitters should 
receive , every encouragement and there is every evidence 
that this will become official policy in the immediate future. 
There is even a possibility that ''hams" will be back on the 
air before the war is completely cleaned up. 

Restrictions will be unavoidable, of course. Considerable 
control will be necessary 'to prevent the ether being cluttered 
up, but it must be gratifying to hams to know that their 
war effort has been fully appreciated. 

Modern warfare is a matter of the finest. of technicalities 
and it has now been revealed that one of the biggest factors 
in the winning of the BaUle of Britain was the successflll 
application of radiolocation technique, or radar, as we now 
call it for short. Just how many "hams" were directly 
connected with the development and application of radar 
is not known, but it is a pretty safe bet to say that probably 
90 per cent gained a lot of their practical knowledge from 
radio experimenting. 

tN ow, with the return of peace, the logic of encourage
ment is clearly evident. 

Recently, several committees in the trnited States have 
been considering proposals for the allocation of post-war 
frequencies. It is noteworthy that nO't one committee has 
suggested any curtailment of the amateur bands and the 
only point in doubt concerns just how many additional 
bands should be handed over to the "ham.." One suggestion 
is to add a "ham" band at around I'.5 metres and this would 
appear to be a most excellent one for DX work. 

A.G. HULL . 
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• • . Yet Planning Ahead 
In less than twenty years radio hos grown from a schoolboy's 
hobby to a giant, world-wide industry .. .. with ramifications 
that extend into every branch of radio-physics and every phase 
of our doily lives. And nowhere hos this development been 
more marked than in the newly-disco\!ered field of electronics 

the door that opened the way to the miracle of radar 
. the endless possibilities of FM .. and mode rodio-
vision on accomplished fact. 

Throughout this entire PEJriod R.C.S. Radio Pty. Ltd. hos kept 
pace with world progress, so that, although the entire resources 
of the Company ore today devoted to the output of urgently
needed defence equipment, the coming peace will find them 
ready to supply both the amateur set constructor and the trade 
manufacturer with the exact type of precision-built components 
required to build the circuits of the future. And, thanks to 
experience gained during the war years ... improved manu
facturing processes and facilities ... and new type of plastic 
insulating materials .. the quality of R.C.S. products will 
be higher than ,ever. 

R.C.S. RADIO PTY. LTD., SYDNEY, N.S.W. 
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A CIRCUIT FOR D .. C~ ·POWER 
THREE VALE, TWO ELECTRIC LAMP A.C./!)._C. SUPERHET 

,AT different times, in journals 
and books, I have noticed 
several types of small sets 
using ·a few valves, so I am 

submitting a circuit of m~l own for 
such a small set. 

No Power Transformer 
It contains three valves, all dual

purpose types, and two electric · 
light bulbs. The electric light bulbs 
are essential and save the power 
tra.nsformer. They also make it pos
siLle for the set to operate on D.C. 

A plan view of the set. 

current as well as A C. The small 
15 watt bulb is in the h.t. line and 
is necessary as the l 2A 7 is not suit
•tble for operation straight from the 
240 A.C. su.pply, but intended for 
l 10 volts which is the usµal dom
estic supply available in America. 
The 60 or 75 watt la mp is in series 
with the heaters ·of the valves. I 
mentioned 60 or 7 5 watt as the 
,·oltage of various districts appears 
to differ quite a lot. Try the 60 
"·att first and if the heaters are 
given sufficient voltage leave it in. 
If not, try t!ie .75 watt as this in
.creases the voltage on the heaters. 

As a Reading Lamp 
The 15 watt lamp just glows faintly 
and if mounted behind the dial will 
serve to illuminate. The la rge bulb 
glows normalfy and can be used/ as 
a reading lamp if mounted on the 
top of the cabinet and a shade 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
By 

JOHN BRISTOE 
Radio Manager 

Denham's (M'bra) Pty. Ltd. 
Mary.borough, Q. 

mxxxxxxxxxxxxxmxxxn 

fitted to it. On the original, I use 
this at night time, and during the 
day have a. soldering iron plugged 
in instead of a lamp. Of course, it 
is the same watt>ige as the bulb. 
'fhis arrangement suits me as I use 
the set as a monitor in my \\'Ork
shop. 

Performance 

Well constructed, with good com
ponents and prope~ly adjusted, this 
set will, and the original does, per
form as well as numbers of 5 valve 
standard type sets that I have heard. 
The valves perform the following 
functions:-6A8G : the first detect
or, oscillator and mixer; 6P7G: IF. 
Amplifier, triode detector and a re
flexed driver; 12A 7: output pent
ode and rectifier. Count them up 
and you see you have all you need 
for a good little set. Naturally I 
do not expect many will attempt to 
build this set owing to restrictions 
and difficulty in obtaining the re
quired valves, but a few may have 
sufficient parts lying around to do 
it. The following may be of in-

Front view of . the chassis. 

tere~t : The 6A8G could be substi
tuted with 6J8G or . 6K8G. The 
6P7G has only one substitute-the 
6F7, although I think the 12B8G
a fairly modern valve not . used 
much in this country could be used. 

A Suggestion 

I would also be inclined to try a 
6J8 in this position. As far as l 
know the 12A 7 has no near replace
ment although there are a few 
valves with higher heater voltages 
that would perform the same opera
tions. T hese would require a change 
in the size of the lamps, a nd shunts 

(Continued on page 28) 

The circuit dlagrmm. Note precautions necessary_ with "live" chassis., 
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DOWN TO EAR TH 
The Practical Aspects of High-Fidelity Reproduction 

T HE term "high fidelity," as 
used at present in the general 
radio and sound reproduction 
field, has come to mean an ex

tension of the audio range to the 
upper frequency limits of audibility 
of the human ear, as contrasted with 
a range limited to the usual 4,000 or 
5,000 cycles. In reality, the term 
"hjgh fidelity" is comparative, and 
it would be more correct to think of 
it as "higher fidelity." 

Frequency Modulation 

Today there is available to the 
public a new system of programme 
transmission, using frequency modu
lation of the very high frequency 
radio spectrum, where suitable chan
nel spacing has been allocated by 
the FCC so that a wide audio band 
can be transmitted. In the interest 
of providing the public with a better 
radio broadcasting service, every ad
vantage should be taken of · fre
quency modulation toward estab
lishing improved standards of trans
mission and reception. However, in 
determining these standards, it is 
quite important to take a pra.ctical 
view of what constitutes realisable 
high fidelity, bearing in mind that, 
in the overall result, various prac
tical mechanical and electrical limi
tations, some physiological and 
psychological phenomena and, last 
but not least, the actual programme 
content, are elements fully as im- · 
portant as a theoretically complete 
sound spectrum, or perhaps more so. 

True Fidelity 

Fidelity implies a faithful repro
duction of the original, a condition 
which in audio system cannot actu
ally be attained but, at boot, only 
approached. True fidelity would re
q11ire that: 

1. The system not discriminate in 
any of its component parts ' 
against any frequency within the 
range under consideration. 

2. No component part of the entire 
system introduce false harmonics. 

3. There should be no amplitude 
limitation of any portion of th.e 
spectrum In either transmission or 
reception. 

IJJJJXXXXJXJJJJJJXJXXXTX 

An Interesting article on high 
\fidelity, by 0 . B. Hanson, Chief 
Engineer of the Motional Broad
casting Co. of U.S.A., and re
printed by kind permis.sion of 
"Rodia," technical monthly pub
lished in Mew York. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

4. The system be free from phase 
distortion. 

5. The system be free from extrane
ous noise. 

6. The loudspeaker and its driving 
amplifiers be capable of reproduc
ing without distortion the full fre
quency range at loudness levels 
suitable for all listeners. 

7. The acoustics of both the pickup 
and listening spaces be suitable. 

8. The spatial relationships of the 
sources of sound be transmitted 
and reproduced. This last prob
ably requires some form of binau
ral or stereophonic system, neither 
of which is economically feasible 
for general public service at this 
time. 

A, system as described above, with 
exception of binaural or stereo
i·honic . transmission, is not too diffi
cult of realisation from a transmit-

ting standpoint. It might be closely 
approached in a receiver reproduc
ing system, but the cost would prob-

. ably be beyond the value which 
would be placed upoh it by the pur
chasing public, particularly if the 
receiver were required to reproduce 
frequencies from 30 to 15,000 cycles. 

It is curious that the emphasis in 
general discussions of high fidelity 
thus far has been on an extension 
of the upper portion of the sound 
spectrum, and little has been said 
about the required balance betwe 
said upper portion and the lowt
frequencies. Actually it has been 
discerned on the basis of much ob
servation that a balancde. frequency 
response is quite essential to pro
gramme enjoyment, although this 
balance factor has not yet .been re
duced to a rigorous mathematical 
formula. One authority has said, 
and our experience has confirmed 
this general statement, that the 
product of the lower and upper fre
quency limits should equal a num
ber in the vicinity of 500,000, and 
a simple example will show the ap
proximate validity of this hypothesis 
as indicating the importance of bal
ance. A system, the frequency re
sponse limits of whil'.!h are 50 to 
8,000 cycles, a total range of 7,950 
cycles, is conceded as satisfactory; 
by most authorities. If we retail 

Pit. 1.-ll'referrecl lower entl u,per fr~uency limits. Product equall 500,000. 
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this same range 11nd compare it witk 
n range of from 250 to 10,000 
cycles, there is little que&tion that 
the former is preferable for reasons 
qf gener11l "naturalness" but par
qcularly because of the reproduction 
of a substantial range below 250 
cycles. Note that, i•/ the 50 to 8,000 
cycles case the bulk of programm ... 
energy is in the band centring about. 
>t point approximately at 700 cycles. 

Preferred Limits 

The attached curve in Fig. 
shows preferred lower and upper 
frequency limits in which the bal
ance between the lower and upper 
portions is properly maintained. It 
will be noted that the product of 
the upper and lower frequency 
limits, as has been specified, is ap
proximately 500,000. As an interest· 
;ng fact in this connection many 
of the better home radio receivers 
of conventional type seem to fit sur
prisingly well within these frequency 
limits. 

Possible Extensions 

An extension of the frequency 
range to, perhaps, 17,000 cycles and 
down to 30 cycles would encompass 
the entire audible spectrum, but at 
only a small pe11centage of the total 
time would there be any appreciable 
energy in the region above 10,000 
cycles. Reproduction of frequencies 
above 10,000 cycles adds only to the 
enjoyment, if that is the word, of 
such things as key jingles, foot
steps, handclapping and various 
extraneous noises (non-musical) 
from musical instruments, as resin 
squeaks, air rush from wind instru
ments, and the like. These "sound 
effects" can hardly be considered 
ssential or worth high cost to 

attain! 

Mellow Tone 

Experienc.e and various surveys 
have shown that, even when listeners 
have receivers capable of reproduc
ing frequencies up to 5,000 cycles, 
they usually operate the tone control 
to restrict the audio range to an 
upper frequency cut-off of some
where between 2,500 cycles and 
4,000 cycles. Reasons given for this 
are that the "tone is mellower," 
"more pleasant," "less obtrusive," 
etc. Many listeners who are musi
cally trained and who appreciate 
syll'iphony and opera are, strangely 
enough, numbered in this class, in
diCating that this procedure does 

0 

Fig. 3.-Frequency response of normal ears at different loudness lave~s. 

not stem from uncultivated tastes 
but has some other, more general, 
basis. 

It has been claimed that, if dis
tortion and noise were eliminated 
from the higher frequency band, 
the public would then prefer the 
extended upper range. Pehaps so, 
if the higher range is properly bal
anced by adequate bass reproduc
tion. Distortion and noise are un
pleasant at any portion of the sound 
spectrum. 

Adequate for Intelligence 

Receivers, which at present pro
vide millions of listeners with many 
hours of enjoyment, seem generally 
adequate for reproducing the in
telligence and entertainment con
tained in the programme material. 
The witticisms of Charlie McCarthy, 
for example, are just as humorous 
on a receiver whose frequency range 
is 200 to 3,000 cycles, as on a higher 
fidelity system. 

In this connection, it should not 
be overlooked that the entertain
ment and attention engaging factors 

in musical listening are not con
cerned with quality alone. Such 
matters as appreciation of tech
nique, melody itself, rhythm and 
the like, are of great importance to 
the musical ear and all these of 
course can be reproduced ' satisfac
torily within a reasonably restricted 
frequency range. 

Table Models 

The average radio listener pur
chases the table model receiver 
rather than the console. The former 
type of receiver cannot adequately 
reproduce bass frequencies, the 
fundamental reason being lack of 
sufficient physical size. It is only In 
the console type that adequate re
production in the low frequency 
range can be approached, but few 
even of this type have provided 
really good bass response free from 
noticeable cav_ity resonance. The 
higher frequencies, however, may be 
reproduced with• the smaller re
ceivers assuming proper de.sign, but 

(Continued on next page) 

Fi9. 2.-Relotive response of li5tono; ot ~c.rioi.• >ngles to loudspeaker. 
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EGIS 
~ 
The unvarying high quol~y of all - radio parts 
bearing the Aegis brand has earned for them 
leadership in their sphere. Thus Aegis production 

L:;::;l!!!!!"~~~- .,1 _ is in great demand for Defence needs, necessarily 
.-'~ .11~11111 limiting the supplies available to licensed service 
t16 ,,. 'II h . 

~.iliac m11111 
I•~ 111, llU PTY. LTD. 
111' iiiiiii 208 LITTLE LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE 
• WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 

I Replacement ,Parts Pty. Ltd.-Lawrence & Hanson Electrlco1 Pty. Ltd., 172 
VICTORIA ) William St., Melbourne 

t Howard Electrical and Radio Pty. Ltd., Richmond 
N.S.W.-Radto Equipment Pty. Ltd., Sydney W.A.-Nicholsons Ltd., Perth 

HIGH FIDELITY 
(Continued) 

generally at the expense of an un 
desirable directional characteristi~ 

This Yaries with frequency in tll 
preponderant majority of loud 
speakers, so that reproduction o 
these frequencies is accentuated i1 
front of the speaker and decrease 
with the increase in angle from th 
speaker axis. This is shown ii 
Fig. 2, and it can be seen that th 
response at 45 degrees is substa 
tially less than optium, even at fr 
quencies as low as 3,000 cycles. 
true higher fidelity receiver must s 
distribute the higher frequencie 
that, within a specified solid angl 
the response at all frequencies i 
substantially uniform. 

$tudio Conditions 

The acoustical conditions of 
studio and listening space can be 
controlled only over a frequenc 
range approximately of 64 to 8,00 
cycles, as design data and experienc1 
with materials and completed 
are available only within 
limits. At frequencies of 4,00~ 
cycles and higher, the absorptio 
·contributed by the air itself, a 
usual vnlues of relath·e humiditJ 
becomes of increasing importance 
At 10,000 cycles and a relath· 
humidity of 50%, the absorption o 
the air limits the reverberation tim 
to abotrt 1.5 seconds, even thougn 
the walls, floor and ceiling are per
fectly reflecth-e; at 12,000 cycles th 
limit is approximately 1.2 B d• 
nnd at 15,000 cycles about ... 
onds. This factor should not 
oYerlooked as it is one relR•'vely 
fixed limit which certainly _1st 
affect consideration of higher -Hdel· 
ity, not only in the studio but also 
in the home. 

Judging by Ear 

The ear, the final criterion of 
judgment, is also to be taken into 
account, as the higher frequencies 
ci;in only be detected by relatively 
young listeners, since hearing loss 
at the higher frequencies increases 
with age. The curves in Fig. 5 show 
the results obtained by the U.S. 
Public Health Senice in this field. 
Although fe"· measurements have 
e1·er been made. above 10,000 cycles, 
indications are that the curves do 
not trend upward! 

Programme fidelity is also deter
mined by the loudness leYel at which 
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the loudspeaker is operated. Curves 
in Fig. a show the frequency r~

sponse of normal ears at four listen
ing levels, "normal" ears being those 
of young people about 20 years of 
age. Note that only at the "l' er~· 

loud" and "loud" listening levels, 
100 db. and 80 db. abol'e the hearing 
threshold, respecth·ely, is the low 
frequency response of the ear sub
stan.tially flat. The decreased re
sponse of the ear at 50 cycles, 100 
cycles and 200 cycles, as compared 
with 1,000 cycles, would mean that 
at these frequencies the lows would 
sound at a much lower level than 
expected. 

At Soft Level 

ln the case of very soft listening 
iditions the response would fur-

tend to be obscured at the low 
lrequencies by local airborne noises, 
as this listening level compares with 
average residential noises. Any de
crease of more than 10 db. or so 
below this level will generally be 
obscured or masked by said noise. 

The response of a young listener 
seated at 45 degrees from a radio 
receiver (with a reason1tbly uni
form response up to about 10,000 
cycles) operated at a loudness level 
of 60 db., which is "moderate" 
listening level, is sho"·n in Fig. 4. 

Compenaation Desirable 

Thus it is apparent that the higher 
the fidelity the receiver should in
clude compensation for listening 
level effects in the volume control 

ed with the receiver to provide 
,iform loudness at low frequencies. 

This device could also be used to 

Compensate, partially, for the direc
'ty of the loudspeaker, where 
equate distribution cannot be at

tained in the speaker design. Such 
a "tone" compensated volume con
trol will then discriminate as the 
volume is lowered against the middle 
frequencies in favour of · the low 
frequencies, the effect to the enr 

being more pleasing reproduction at 
the usual listening levels, which are 
commonly in the ." moderate' ' elassi
llcat.iQn. 

The preponderant majorit~· of 
sound systems nre now, and will be 
for years to come, as far as can 
now be dsualised, non-aural sys
tems, whether they are utilised for 
recordings or for radio bro1tdcnst
ing. This fact alone indicates a 
fundamental departure from perfec
tion because of the absence of true 
space consctousnes:'.l of the sound 
sources. 

Other Factors 
/ 

Some other factors occurring in 
the gene ral high fidelity problem, 
such as random noise and distortion, 
may also be mentioned. Since dis
tortion components are multiples of 
fundamental frequencies, and since 
many audio devices, particularly 
recordings, have varying degrees of 
inherent distortion, difficult to 
eliminate, a " ;ider band will increase 
the effect of same. This causes much 
of the upper frequency "fussiness" 
generally in evidence on most at 
tempts at wide band reproduction. 
The phase distortion introduced by 
most sound systems is not believed 
to be a serious problem, as the ear 
is appar ently not sensitive to moder
ate phase changes. The phase 
characteristics should, however, be 
uniform. Distortion must be kept 
to the lowest possible value and 

. more attention should be directed 
to im·estigatio'n and elimination of 
cross-modulation products as com
r;ared 'dth present stress on the 
more simple harmonic distortion 
effects. 

Multi-path Effects 

Multi-pa th effects resulting in dis
tortion are observable in reception 
on both amplitude nnd frequency 
modulation systems. Tliis form of 
distortion, when it occurs, can be 
more notic.eable with frequency 

Fig. 4.-Aural frequency response, yo~ny listener seated at 45 degrees to loudspea~r. 
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Fig. S.-Hearing loss at vario.us frequencies 
for different age groups. 

modulation, and this effect has been 
observed in certain instances. It is 
possible that some listeners will be 
subject to this distortion, the efforts 
of which increase with an extension 
of the aurio range and deviation; 
however, good limiting in a fre
quency modulation receiver should 
minimise this form of distortion. 

Extraneou1 Noise 

Random noise is directly propor
tional to band width and any in
crease in latter will increase the 
amount of noise passed. This im
poses stringent design conditions on 
all the units in the line-up and would 
be particularly difll.cult to get and. 
to maintain, at a rea sonable price, 
in the case of a practical home 
receiver. 

Existing Standards 

Standard radio broadcasting is at · 
present limited to an upper modula
tion frequency of 5,000 cycles as a 
result of the 10,000 cycles spacing of 
radio channels, but most studio 
equipment and transmitters are Cap
able of transmitting up to 10,000 
c'ycles or higher. · However, satis
fact ory reception with this wide 
band is not generally possible in 
t he evening, because of "monke~' 
chatter" from adjacent channel sta
tions, so tha t a restriction . in fre
quency response in the receiver i! in 

(Continued on n·1xt po91) 
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HIGH FIDELITY 
(Continued) 

.such case actually desirable. 
Whether or not we can make full 

use of a complete audio spectrum 
depends, in the final analysis, upon 
the ability of the manufacturers to 
provide receivers which will satis
factorily reproduce the lower fre
quencies. Only when this is possible 
in the average marketable receiver 
can we make full use of the higher 
portions of the frequency spectrum 
and can refer to the system as one 
of higher fidelity. The average price 
of a broadcast receiver in 1940, of 
which many millions were sold, was 
about $35, and at this price satis
factory reproduction of 50 to 15,000 
cycles is .not to be expected. The 
response of home receivers has been 
found to be substantially as follows: 
Small table model 200 to 8,000 cycles 
Large table model 150 to 3,500 cycles 
Consoles* 100 to 4,000 cycles 

* (A few in this class were capable 
of fair reproduction to 8,000 cycles.) 

It must be stressed that power 
handling facilities in all models were 
quite limited at the lower fre
quencies, due to speaker design, so 
that the lower limit does not actu
ally have the meaning it implies. 

Practical Aspects 

In an appeal to common sense ann 
practicality in the matter of fixing 
an audio band width for receh·ers, 
it is suggested that the range from 
60 to 8,000, or possibly ."iO ta 10,000 
cycles be considered for all types of 
broadcasting, including frequenc,· 
modulation. There is Yery little 
question in the opinion of those 
who have devoted their liYes to the 
problems of sound reproduction, 
that good reproduction over a prac
tical band will provide a better ser
vice to the listener than one of con
troversial and indefinite quality over 
a theoretically complete audio spec
trum. Our efforts should therefore 
be directed rather towards the pro
Yisions of a balanced system of re
production as fine as we can possibly 
design and build it, than solely to
ward extending the upper frequency 
limits of audibility beyond 10,000 
cycles with the possible neglect of 
other more important factors. It is 
especially stressed that reproduction 
at the lower frequencies be inves
tigated and impro,·ed, because it is 
In this direction, the direction of 
balance as compared with present 

----------------- trends, that we can best provide 

what unbiased observation and lis
teners' preference demands. 

How can publicising and creating 
a demand for 15,000 cycle receivers 
or systems be possibly justifieq, 
"·hen a good 10,000 cycle receiver 
than can be made available to the 
greater part of the public has not 
yet been designed? For the sake 
of technical integrity and the future 
of the radio industry, let's get down 
to earth in the matter of high 
fidelity. We are faced with the 
prospect of a post-war era in which 
it is very likely that many claims 
for new materials, techniques and 
overall improvements will face the 
spotlight of public test - and fail. 
Let us not, therefore, in our en
thusiasm make claims that are too 
difficult, if not impossible, to realise. 
::XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 

"LISTENING-IN" SERVICE 
OF INTERNATIONAL 

RED CROSS 
To supplement official fists of 

prisoners-of-war and civilian in
ternees, the International Red Cross 
Committee's Central Agency for 
Prisoners-of-war at Gene\'a started 
a listening-in service last year. This 
service functions from 10.30 a.m. 
until 7 a.m. the next day. Its task 
is to pick up, as far as possible, 
certain radio programmes broadcast 
by belligerent po"·ers ghing in for
formation and nc\\'s ('On('ernin~ 

prisoners and internees detained h.'• 
them. The most important of these 
broadcasts arc giYen h~· Germany, 
the United Strrtes, Great Britain 
and the Yatican. Programmes on 
selective receiving sets are followed 
night and day b~· c:pecialised staff. 

As the information they took 
down by 8horthand wns not suf!k
ient!y det11iled, they al'e now making 
records of programmes tlHyt are of 
interest. In general, these pro
grammes consist of lists of names of 
prisoners-of-war and rnessnges seni 
by them addressed to their families 
at home. The records made a re 
carefully listened to and played 
slowly while their eontcnts are taken 
down by shorthand, indicating the 
date, the hour and country of origin, 
and the wave-length. These reports 
are then sent to the K atiorrnl Ser
vices of the Central Agenc~·, which, 
in their turn, transmit them to the 
authorities in I lw countries inter
ested, always insisting, howeYer, r>11 

their purely documentary character 
and the menns by which they were 
obtained. 
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REFLEX/ FOR RESULTS! 
Some int~resting hints for an enthusiast who likes reflex circuits. 

I SUBMIT this small reflex super
het circuit for your approval. 

Though by no means a reflex 
crank, I have spent quite a bit 

of time and thought over a number 
of years on this eve_r-interesting 
type of receiver. 

This is the first time I have actu
ally been satisfied with a reflex set 
of the small type, that is, with only 
one I.F. amplifier. It is quite an 
interstate performer and has sur
prisingly good tonal quality for a 
reflex. 

Alternatives Availiable 

I fully realise how impossible it 
is to obtain 12A7's, but I have also 
used the same circuit as far as the 
reflex section and mixer are con
cerned and just a normal 6F6G out
put, 5Y3G rectifier and normal 
power supply, with, of course, an 
electro-dynamic speaker. In all cases 
the greater ease of control and im
provement in tonal quality is evi
dent. 

The circuit is fairly straight for
ward except for the volume control 
section and power supply. 

The Circuit 

It can be seen that the EBF2G 
grid will receive an A.V.C. voltage 
via the volume contro1, the usual 
oupling condense'r being omitted, 

the amount of voltage depending 
on the position of the moving arm 
of the volume control pot. The 

ction is such that it is impossible 
to tune even the most powerful 
station to overload point of the 
reflexed stage. 

Warning Words 

could probably write pages on 
this particular part of the circuit 
but I'll be content with just a few 
warning words. I might point out 
that all components used around this 
part of the circuit have been care
fully chosen after exhaustive tests 
for optimum performance and, are 
quite critical. Also, don't try using . 
the volume control pot. as the diode 
load, with the hope of saving one 
resistor; things don't quite work out 
that way. 

lt will be apparent that for · such 

~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 
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a set the A.V.C. will need to be as' 
~flicient as is possible, hence the use 
.,f a 2 meg. diode load resistor, to 
develop a greater A.V.C. voltage, 
and feeding the diode from the 
primary of the second I.F; trans
formers. 

The power supply section is quite 
sound and is used on quite a few 
American small sets. 

A Handy Tip 

The filament transformer can be 
had from one of the early dynamic 
speakers which used a 240-12v. step
down transformer and metal recti
fier to energise the field. My own 
transformer, however, was made 
from an R.C.S. speaker transformer 
winding rewound with a 12v. secon
dary, of course. 

This particular set is quite a mid
get, being only Hin. long by 6Hn. 
high and 5in. deep, outside measure
ments of the cabinet, which is con
structed of Masonite, dovetailed and 
glued and covered with green imita-

cBF u;r 
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tion leather. The tuning control 
runs over the volume control shaft. 
The dial is a 3in. vertical edge-lit 
arrangement with stations marked 
on. All this had to be, of C@Ur~e, 
of workshop manufacture an4 was 
only done to keep the size down. 

This set has been operating in 
Townsville, Brisbane and Sydney, 
with excellent interstate reception. in 
all cases. 

Except for stressing the usual 
care that is necessary with construc
tion of receivers directly; connected 
to the mains and mentioning the in
teresting fact that the total power 
taken by the receiver will not turn 
the power meter over, being less 
than 11 watts. 

• • • 
At \Vestinghouse Lamp Division, 

the steel piece previously used to 
support a wire tube coil while it 
was being welded has been replaceu 
by a tiny piece of uncooked spag
hetti which can be readily burned 
out later. This step has 1reduced 
by 75 per cent. the time required 
to assemble filaments for certain 
tubes and also has reduced the need 
for critical steel. 

• • • 
Latest X-ray equipri1ents use a 

high-tension voltage of two million 
volts. They can be used to examine 
the inside of heavy metal castings 
and forgings. 

UA7 

3 TUBE REFLEX .Sl.IPfRHET 
S9t f'tlPrun G..4 
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25 Efficient and reliable 
organisations throughout 
Australia are behind 
Kingsley 11 Permaclad 11 

' radio c · o m p o n e n .t s . . . 

-

Send 'em your enquiries and your problems 

they mean business! 
NEW SOUTH WALES 

John Mortin Pty. Ltd. . 
116 Clarence St., Sydney. 

Homecrofts Pty. Ltd., 
. 100 Clarence St., Sydney 

Bloch & Gerber Ltd., · 
46 York St., Sydney. 

Lawrence & Hanson Elec. Pty. Ltd. 
33 York St., Sydney. 

Mortin de Launey Pty. Ltd., 
289 Clarence St., Sydney. 

· Fox & MacGillycuddy Ltd., 
57 York Street, Sydney. 

Electrical Service Co. 
6 Pacific St., Newcastle. 

TASMANIA 
W. & G. Genders Pty. Ltd., 

53 Cameron St., Launceston, 
atso at 69 Liverpool St., Hobart. 

and Mount St., Burnie. 

VICTORIA. 
A. J. Veoll Pty. Ltd., 

490 Elizabeth St., Melbourne: 
Homecrofts Pty. Ltd., 

290 Lonsdale St., Melbourne . 
Heolings Pty. Ltd., 

263 Swanson St., Melbourne. 
Hortleys Pty. Ltd., 

270 Flinders St., Melbourne. 

* WEST AUSTRALIA. 
Atkins !W.A.l Ltd., 

894 Hoy St., Perth . 
Carlyle & Co., 

915-17 Hoy St., Perth. 

Obviously our "Permaclad" defence com
mittments .come first, we are doing all 
that is humanly possible to assist Radio 
Servicemen with essential replacement 
parts .. 

QUEENSLAND. 
E. H. Contelin, 

8 Queen St., Brisbone. 
A. E. Harrold, 

123 Charlotte St, Brisbane. 
Homecrofts Pty. Ltd., 

l 45 Elizabeth St., Brisbane. 
Trockson Bros. Pty. Ltd, 

157 Elizabeth St., Brisbone. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
A. M. Rolph, 

68 Flinders St., Adelaide. 
Gerard & Goodmon Ltd., 

l 92 Rundle St., Adelaide. 
A. G. Healing Ltd., 

Pirie St, Adelaide. 
Rodie Wholesalers Ltd., 

31 Rundle St., Adelaide. 
Motor Ports & Service~ 

161 Pirie St., Adelaide. 

"P EBMJI Cl.JID" by KINGSLEY 
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KINGSLEY RADIO PTY. LTD. 
380 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE, VIC. 

225 TRAFALGAR STREET, PETERSHAM, N.S.W. 

T ELEPHONE : MY 1159 

TELEPHONE: LM 4466 
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A HANDY TESTER DESIGN 
Multi-Meter arrangement with high medium range 

M OST ohmmeters suffer from 
the disadvantage that their 
range is extremely limited, 
especially if re11dings at the 

extremities of the scale are to be 
avoided. The instrument about to 
be described, as well as measuring 
the usual ra~ges of D.C. volts and 

nn:~: 

By 

65595 
Cpl. WHITE, J. 

Group 668 
R.A.A.F. 

Bowen, Q. 

~xmmxxxxxx.i 

milllamps, has a reliahk range of 
from i ohm to 10 megohms, even · 
though it employs the- conventional 
0-1 milliameter. 

Four voltage ranges are avail
able: 0-10, 0-100, 0-500, and 0-1,000 
volts, together with five current 
ranges: 0-IMA, 0-lOMA, 0-lOOMA, 
O~ISOOMA, and 0-lA, but, of course, 
these may be varied to suit the in-
clividual constructor. ' 

The Ranges 

Resistance measurements are 
covered in · three ranges: ! ohm to 
100 ohm, IOO ohm to 50,000 ohm, 
and 50,000 ohm to IO Megohm, so no 
trouble is encountered through 
ramped scales. 

As far as voltages and current 
ranges are concerned, the circuit 
's quite conventional, R6, 7, 8 and 9 
eing the usual multipliers, and RIO, 

l I, I2 and 13 the shunts. The spare 
contact on -the switch ( 83) is used 
when the 0-I MA range is required, 
and the switch 'ttlust be left in this 
position or on one of the voltage 
contacts while all resistance meas
urements are being taken, otherwise 
~he meter sensitivity will be -reduced 
by the shunt connected across it and 
very serious errors will result. 

Ohmmeter Section 
The ohmmeter is of the shunt 

,·ariety on both low and intermedi
ate ohms. S2 must be open, Sl 
closed and SS on one of the voltages 
or on the IMA position. R4 is the 
zero adjust rheostat and is varied 
until .full-scale deflection is obtained 

with the test terminals open. 
If the resistance to be measured 

is less than IOO ohms it is connected 
directly across the meter and pro
vides an additional path for the 
battery current. R5 is' used to give 
the intermediate range resistors be
tween IOO ohms and 50,000 ohms 
are paralleled with the meter and 
RB, thus enabling higher ranges to 
be read. A · point to be watched 
is that SI must be open at all times 
that the meter is not in use, other
wise there will be a steady drain 
on the 9 volt battery. 

High Tension 

A 41SO volt supply is required for 
the high range, and this is obtained 
from a midget power supply. The 
transformer is only required to de
liver approximately 450 volts at a 
little over I mil.; half-wave rectifica
tion is used, and here we utilise 
whatever tube we have on hand, and 
tie all the elements except heater 
and cathode together to form the 
plate. In the original instrument a 
type 27 was used, but any triode can 
be pressed into service providing its 
correct heater voltage is obtainable. 
A directly-heated tube can be used 
here if desired, in which case the 
positive input to the filter would be 
taken direct from the filament. 

Cl is used to give some degree of 
filtering. As capacity is ilot critical, 
anything in the vicinity of .I u f 
suffices, but it must be of the high 
voltiige type,· 450 volts at least anc'\ 

HANP'i T~m-. 
~· 

C.~\ W\.HTE 
RM\t. 
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preferably 600 volts. 
RI and R2 form a voltage divider 

network across the· output of the 
rectifier. Rl should be in the vicin
ity of 250,000 'ohms and R2 should 
be varied until full-scale deflection 
can be attained with R3 approxi
mately half scale. When making 
this adjustment the common nega
tive and . the high ohms terminal 
must be shorted, as the instrument 
is now a series ohmmeter. 

Calibration 

Calibration is best done by care
fully removing the scale from the 
meter, turning it over and re
drawing the 0-1 M.A. scale on the 
back. Underneath this it can be 
marked 0-IO, 0-100, 0-500 and 
0 -1,000. These graduations can then 
be used for both voltage and current. 

Accuracy 

The voltage scale will be accura,te 
enough for all practical ·purposes 
providing good-quality resistors are 
used as multipliers, and the shunts 
may be adjusted as follows. 

Obtain a dry cell and a variable 
resistor so proportioned that l mil. 
is easily obtained. That means that 
if a single 1.5 ,;olt cell is used, a 
variable resistor greater than 1,500 
ohms must be used. Connect these 
in series and, with the meter on the 
1 mil. position, connect them to the 
common negative and M.A. + ter-

( Continued on page 28 l 
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A SHORT cou·RsE IN RADIO 
Shunt Resistors - Power Generation 

PART 2 · s HUNT resisto.rs are used widely 
in current measuring instru
ments so that a known propor- · 

' tion of the current will be 
shunted around the meter; by using 
suitable values of shunt resistors it 
is possible to greatly extend the 
range of the meter. By multiplying 
the range of the meter by 10 or any 
of its powers it makes it unnecessary 
tu perform calculatio.ns to take read
ings. Thus, if the current reading 
on the meter· showed 2 amps. anct 
is fitted with a m].lltiplying shunt of 
10, the actual current flowing .would 
be 2 X 10, which is 20 amps., and 
so on. 

The value of the shunt resistor 
may be calculated from ohin's law, 
however a formula has been derived 
from this law which sill}plifies .the 
calculations:-

Rs= Rm 

n-1 

where Rs= desired shunt resistance 
n = desired full scale read 

ing -7- present full seal' 
ing 

Rm = Internal resistance of 
meter 

Example. 

It is required to convert a 0-1 
mA meter, with an internal resist
ance of 20 ohms to reRd 0-lOmA. 

thus n = 10/1 = 10; Rm= 20 
Rs= 20 

10-1 
2.222 ohms. 

When resistances are connected in 
series-parallel as in Fig. 11, the 
simplest manner in which the 
total effective resistance of the 
circuit may be calculated is to first 
add the series resistances in each 
branch, so it would be first neces
sary to add ].5.1 and R2 together, 
then total R3, R4 and R5 and then, 
in effect, we have two resistances 
connected in parallel to which the 
usual formula may be applied. 

Electrical Power 

• The "watt" is the practical unit 
of power and is denoted by the letter 

\V and may be calculated from the 
formula: 
W (watts) = E (volts) X I (amps) 

So if a pressure (EMF) of one 
volt is causing . a flow · of 1 amp., 
which incidentally infers a resist
ance of I ohm, the power being ex-
pended is exactly I watt. 

Because of the relation between 
E, I and R given by Ohms law, 
power in watts can be defined in 
two ways additional to the formula 
given_ above. From Ohms law we 
know that I = E/R. Substituting in 
the equation for po\1·er given above, 

flG.13 we obtain \V = E X E/R, thus 

'---------------' vV = E'/R. 

R1 

--
Rz 

Again as E = IR, W = I X IR, 
or W = I'R. 

When a power of 1 watt is con. 
sumed for a period of one hour, 
the amount of energy taken is a 
unit called a "watt-hour." Similar!~-, 
if half a watt is consumed for a · 
period of two hours it is evident 
the energy taken is still a watt-hour. 

A "kilo-watt-hour" corresponds to 
a power of 1,000 watts developed 
over a period of one hour. 

It is often requi~·ed to calculate 
the amount of power a resistance 
will be required to dissipate. Sup
pose a 450-ohm resistor is required 
to carry a current of 50- milllamps, 
what should be the resistor's power 
rating in watts? In this case the 
formula W = I'R is used, remem
bering that milliamps must be 
didded by 1,000 to bring them to , 
amps to make the calculation cor 
re ct. 

50 50 450 
W X - X -

1000 1000 
= 1.125 watts. 

To ensure an adequate margin of 
safety, a 2-watt resistor should be 
used. 

1:11 a C11 cw C11 t11 at a 
Cll C9 Cll C9 Cl Cll Cll C9 
Cll m C11 Cll C11 C9 Cll DI 

Fl<i. l4 
c 
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FUNDAMENTALS Part 2 -- Start Now ! 
Conductance 

The unit of conductance is the 
"mho" and it is the measure of the 
ease which a conductor will allow 
a current to flow through it; so it 
may be defined as the reciprocal 
of resistance. 

Conductance is represented oy the 
symbol "G," so that G = I/R, the 
opposite of Ohms law. 

Kirchhoff's First Law 

At .any junction of resistances, 
the sum of the currents flowing 
towards the junction is equal to the · 
sum of currents flowing away from 
"t, 

As a~ example of this law Fig. 12 
1s used, and by a simple calculation 

the effective resistance connected 
across the battery is 5 ohms, and 
with the aid of Ohms law can show 
that the current flowing from the 
positive terminal is 8 amps. As the 
tw·o branches offer the same resist
ance, 10 ohms each, to the current, 
half the current, 4 amps, will flow 
through each branch. 'Vhere the 
two branches are connected at point 
A the current flowing towards the 
negative terminal is equal to 4 + 1 
amps, so that the current flowing 
towards A is equal to the current 
flowing away from it. 

The above merely explains that -
electricity cannot accumulate at any 
part of ~t circuit. 

Magnetism _ 

\Ve have all seen the effect of 
bringing a horseshoe or bar magnet 
·n the vicinity of a piece of iron or 
tee!; it appears as if the piece of 

iron were drawn to the magnet by 
an im·isible length of stretched 
elastic. The piece of metal is said 
to have come under the influence 
of the magnetic lines of force and 
is thus drawn to the magnet. Fig. 13 
shows the lines of force of a bar 

FIG.II 

magnet, and can be seen to leave 
the magriet at the north pole and 
re-enter it at the south pole. 

One of the laws of magnetism is 
"like poles repel, unlike poles at
tract each other," so that if the 
north pole of one magnet is brought 
in the vicinity of the north pole of 
another they will tend to move away 
from each other; if the north pole 
of a magnet is brought into the 
vicinity of the south pole of another 
magnet they will attempt to draw 
closer to each other. . 

Molecular Theory 

It is believed that each molecule 
is in itself a magnet, but in a piece 
of metal which shows no signs of 
magnetism the molecules may have 
their poles poiinting in any direction 
and will cancel each other out. 

In a magnetised substance, it ap-

FIQ 16 

pears that the majority of the mole
cules have their axes pointing in the 
same direction, so their magnetic 
fields will be additive. 

vVhen a substance has been mag
netised to "saturation point," that 
is when it · cannot lJe made to pro
duce a stronger magnetic field, all 
the molecules will have their axes 
pointing in the same direction, Figs. 
14 (a), (b) and (c). illustrate these 
conditions. 

When an electric current is passed 
through a substance it has the effecj: 
of making the axes of molecules lie 
in the one direction, thus a mag
netic field will be produced around 
the conductor and is shown in Fig. 
15a, and· obeys the same laws as a 
bar magnet. 

If an insulated wire is wound in 
the form · of a coil or solenoid it 
will exhibit a magnetic field similar 
to . a bar magnet as illustrated iri 
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Fig. 15b, when an electric curren1 
is flowing through it. 

Reluctance 

Reluctance in magnetism is sum
lar to ~esistance in electricity and is 
the opposition of a substance to the 
creation of a magnetic flux in this 
substance, Reluctance is denoted by 
the letter S and is measured in oer
steds, which is defined as fhe reluct
ance of . one cubic centimeter of 
vacuum, however, for most practical 
purposes is taken of air. 

Permeability 

Substances such as iron have the 
ability to produce a flux density 
hundreds of times greater than air 
with the same magnetising effect 
applied, and permeability is the 
ratio of the ease which a magnetic 
field may be formed in a substance 
to that in air. 

Permeability is denoted by the 
symbol u and may be described as 
the flux multiplying property of h 

substance. 

Retentivity 

Retentivity is the ability o_f a 
magnetic substance to retain its 
magnetism after the magnetising 
force has been withdrawn. 

A magnetic substance with a low 
value of residual magnetism has a 
low retentivity, while a substance 
that has a high value of residual 

. magnetism is said to have a high 
retentivity. 

Iron has a low value of reten
tivity; the harder steels such as 

(Continued oa next page) 
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FUNDAMENTALS 
(Continued) 

cobalt have very large Yalues of 
retentidty. 

Hysteresis · 

Alternating Current 

Up to this point we lrn1·e only 
considered currents generated by 
chemical means, which are direct 
currents where there is a steady 
electron flow in one direction only, 
as opposed to alternating currents, 
where not only do the electrons re
verse their direction of flow but the 
voltage and current are continually 

C ~ D ~ 

~~ru;·-. · -e - - -· 
~. -~· ~--
~ FICi.18 -

Hysteresis is the inn bility of the 
magnetisation to keep up with the 
magnetising force and is due to the 
retentivity of the substance ancl 
represents a loss of power, as an 
opposing · magnetising force has to 
be applied to ol'ercome this lagging 
effect. The lost energy is expanded 
in ·heating the iron core. 

rising and falling. at right angles to them and if this 
If we were to get a Yery strong conductor had a sensitive C'lectrical 

h.orseshoe and pass a conductor indicating device connected across 
through the magnetic lines of fo1~c~ it, as illustrated in Fig. Ui. In this 

DISSIPATE MORE WATTS ~! 
PER UNIT COST 

Temperature rise of the PR25 All-Metal 
Rheostat at full load is about half thot of 
conventional rheostats, thanks to efficient utilisation of the 
unique heat dissipoting properties of aluminium. At full rota
tion a·nd measured at th·e hottest spot, this rise is only J 40°C. 
In addition, the full 25 watts may be applied across as little 
as one quarter of the winding orea with only o minor tempera
t·ure increase df 20°C. 

IRC All·-Metal Rheostats are your key to th·e utmost in 
rheostat effi~ieney, whatever the application. 
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case the indicating device is a gnl
rnnometer and its needle is deflected 
as the conductor cuts the magnetic 
lines of force, disclosing the fact 
that an electric current is generated . 
If the coi1ductor is made to cut the 
lines of force, still at right angles t< 
thern, but in an opposite direction tf 
previously, the galvanometer will 
once again indicate th at an electric 
('tirrent iH being generated but in a 
clirection opposite to the first · cur
rent. 

If the conductor 11·ere n10Yed 
through the magnetic ·field· pa rail el 
to the lines of force, no deflection 
would be noted on the gall'anorncter, 
so it is apparent that t he conductor 
must cut through the lines of force 
before a current is g-eneratecl. 

A formula has been evolYe<l from 
11·hieh may be ca lculated the 1-,duc 
of the induced EMF (volts): 

Total No. lines cut 
EMF= X 

Time taken in secs. 108 

The Alternator 
lf a lorip of wi·re is revoll'ed at ; 

constant speecl in nn int ense 111ag; 

netic field, as sho1':n in Fig;. 17, 1111 

EMF of eriual and opposite 1-,d11c 
will be induced in both sicles of th t 
!Pop, as these sides are connected in 
series by the encl piece; the induced 
EMF will be double tha t induced in 
one side of the loop. 

At the instant the loop is in the 
position shown in Fig-. 18 (a) it is 
parallel to the lines of force, and is' 
this position, we kncrn·, will not in
duce an EMF in the loop; as it be
gins to tral'erse its· first 90° to the 
position in Fig. 18 ( b ) it will begin 
to cut lines of force and as it ap
proaches the second position, so the 
number of lines of force that it is 
cutting "·ill increase until this sec
ond position is reached where the 
loop is at right angles t o the lines 
of force and, as we have already 
discovered, in this condition the 
magnitude of the induce<l EMF will 
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be its greatest; it should now be 
evident that as the loop rotates 
from the fl rst position to the second 
so the amplitude of the induced 
EMF gradually iricreased from zero 
to maximum, in step with the in
creasing number of lines of force 
being cut. 

The loop will now begin to trav
Yerse the second 90° to tl~e position 
shown in Fig. lS(c), as the loop ap
proaches this third iiosition, so the · 
number of lines that it is cutting, 
per unit time, is reduced until it 
reaches this third position, where it 
,;-ill once again be parallel to the 
l:.Les of force where the induced 
FMF will again be zero, so the re
wrse action has taken place to when 
the fi.rst 90° was traversed. \Vhen 
the loop travelled from the first 
position to the third, the induced 
EMF increased from zero to maxi
mum and then decreased back to 
zero . 

The Cycle 

\\'hen the loop travels through the 
next 90° to the position shown in 
Fig. 18 ( d), tht; side of the loop that 
was cutting the lines of force down
wards is now cutting them upwards, 
nnd the side that was cutting them 
upwards is now cutting them down
wards, so that the EMF's induced 
iI' them will now be in an opposite 
tlirection and the one that "·as posi-

tiYe is now beginning to become 
more · negative, until it reaches the 
fourth position where it is then 
niaximum negative, and as it then 
proceeds to the position shown in 
Fig. lS(a) it becomes less negative 
until it reaches this position, ":hich 
is where it started from. 

· From the cycle of events de
scribed it is possible to project a 
curve and the manner in which this 

. is done is illustrated in Fig. 19. The 
line AB represents a conductor that 
is rotating at a constant speed in a 
magnetic field. The line CD l epre
sents time, and any convenient units 
may be used; on to this line the 
curve is projected. For the pur
poses of plotting the curve we will 
divide the line into sixteen equal 
parts, so that will give ~s f~ur 

f ' 
---~ - --·- i 

0 x y - - -~ME 
l 

points for the plotting of each 90°. 
We will only describe the first 90°, 
as the other 270 ° are plotted in a 
similar manner. 

The 90° AB describes is divided 
into four equal parts and is pro-

rr.= ::::::::: : : = · : 

SOON 
s 

; : : : : 

jected over the corresponding point 
on CD. \Ve can see that position I 
will fall on CD, so will be zero. 
Position 2 of AB will fall above 1 
and to the right of 1 on CD; position 
3 of AB will fall above position 2 
and to the right of 2 on CD, and 
the same thing takes place with 4 
and 5. This process may be carried 
out through the whole cycle and a 
cune as illustrated in Fig. 19 will 
result; this is known as the "sine 
curYe." This curve and variations 
of it play a most -important part in 
radio theory that is to follow, so 
it is suggested that the reader go 
over it until an understanding is 
obtained. · 

Frequency 
The sine curve as shown in Fig. 20 

(Continued on page 24) 
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THIS AMPLIFIER COMPETITION 
Further details of the proposed Melbourne contest 

·LAST year, when the A.R.D.X. 
Club prepared to run their 
contest for the amplifier that 
would sound best to three 

selected judges, the writer thought 
what a good' thing it would be if 
amplifiers were judged on a points 
basis to det~rmine their all-round 
usefulness. A prize was offered to 
the A.R.D.X. Club (by D. J. Collins, 
A.M.1.R.E., and the writer) for such 
an amplifier, but, alas, all their ar
rangements had been made. Now 
that their contest is over, here's an
other one to keep the ball rolling: 

This coming competition is being 
run for three main reasons: 

I. To promote interest in ampli
rier design as well as in amplifier 
construction. 

2. To find the technical properties 
of an amplifier that appeals to the 
listener. 

a. To find out what factors a're 
favoured and what neglected by the 
average home-builder. 

Reason No. 

The writer feels that horm~-

:n:xxxxrmrmxxrmrm 
By 

J.STRAEDE 
B.Sc., A.M.l.R.E. (Aust.) 

xxxrmxxxxxxxxxxxxx:n::n: 

building will come into being again 
after the war, but hopes that in the 
meantime the enthusiast will put his 
spare time into learning how to 
design an amplifier, how to vary it 
bit by bit, until he gets good results. 
In order to cater for the not-so-well
off enthusiast, provision is made in 
one section for the cost of building 
to be taken into consideration. 

Reason No. 2 

No one seems to be absolutely 
certain as to what technical factors 
are most desirable in an amplifier 
as regards the pleasure of the lis
tener. Automatic volume expansion 
is praised- and condemned. \Vide 
frequency response, likewise. Well, 
"·e'll find out. It is expect~d that 

BRITISH ST AND ARD WAR TIME SETS 

Details of Broadcast Receivers for Civilians 

According to a statement from 
the Radio Manufacturers' Associa
tion, a quarter of a million of the 
long-promised "standard" broadcast 
sets are to be made during the 
next twelve months. There will be 
two models of the Wartime Civilian 
Receiver, as it is officially called; 
an AC set costing fo12/8/4 complete, 
and a battery version at £10/19/-. 
exclusive of batteries. Prices in
cude ·purchase tax, and dlstribution 
will be through normal trade chan
nels, but, as the sets are produced 
by co-operative action of the in
dustry they will not bear the name;; 
of their individual makers. 

Both sets cover the 200-560-metre 
waveband only, and are fitted with 

6!in. permanent-magnet speakers. 
The AC model, for 195-250v., 50 
c/s · only, has a 3-vnlve (plus rec .. 
titler) circuit, with frequency 
changer, IF amplifier, a \Vestector 
as second detector and pentode 
output. Delayed A VC is included. 
In the battery version, 2-volt vah·e.1 
are used throughout; the first tw 'J 
function as frequency-changer and_ 
IF amplifier, while the third 0is n 
double-diode-triode providing recti
fication, A VC and AF amplification ; 
the output valve is a pentode. 

It should perhaps be noted that, 
as the receivers are subject to pur
chase tax, the popular practice of 
referring to them as "Utility" is in -
correct. 

-:-"Practical Wireless" (Eng.) 

most entrants "·ill enter in 'both sec
tions, so we'll see how an amplifier 
of a certain type is liked by the 
audience. This contest should be 
a particularly valuable one in that 
it will yield a fair amount of scien
tific data and settle a few highly 
and explosively-argued questions. 

Reason No. 3 

Does the homebuilder become like 
the 'racing motorcyclist - perform
ance at the expense of reliability 
(and long life)? Or does he con
sider it better to run all components 
at 50% of their rating in order to 
save expensive replacements? 

Other questions to be settled are: 
Prevalence or otherwise of. very
portable amplifiers, the number of 
uses to which the average homebuilt 
job can be put, etc. 

How the Contest .Will .Be Run 

All amplifiers in Section A will be 
pl ayed in the same hall and under 
as nearly as possible the same con
ditions. Probably from five to seven 
amplifiers will be tried out in the 
same "heat." The audience will not 
be told the owner, power or position 
of any of the amplifiers, and all 
loudspeakers, haffies, etc., will be set 
up beforehand .. 

If records were plentiful, . then 
two definite records would have been 
selected, and the same ones used for 
all amplifiers. However, two fairly 
difficult types of records have been 
specified and lt is probable that a ny 
sound system capable of dealing 
with both of these will handle anv 
modern record. If anv enthusiast i.s 
desirous of demonstrating how good 
his amplifier is, on· some other 
record (or ho"· good the record is!), 
he will be able to try it out after 
the voting. No jam sessions!! 

Possibly after the fi nal winner has 
been decided, a short programme of 
selected records may he run through 
(as a n Rntidote for the audience). 

The Technical Section 

Here again, there will be prelimin
ary judgings, held at the same times 

(Continued on page 24) 
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CATHODE RAY TUBES 
, 

Theory and . practice of the Oscilloscope 

T HE cathode ray tube is a most 
useful and interesting device 
as it enables us to examine 
directly and visibly electrical 

and radio phenomena that would 
otherwise require tedious readings; 
plottings and mathematical calcula
tions, and its use in conjunction 
with other equipment has been very 
extensh·e during this war and its 
use in the post-war world will un

. doubtedly be many and varied. 

The envelope of the tube is glass, 
cylindrical in shape but opening ont 
at one end so · a screen of usable 
dimensions will be formed. 

Eaaential Features 

The essentials' of a cathode · ray 
tube are a source of electrons, some 
method of focussing this emission 
and increasing its velocity so it will' 
cause a fluorescent glow upon im
pinging a sensitised screen at the 
end of the tube - also a method of 
defl,ecting this electron beam. 

There are two .methods of focus
sing the .beam - gas focussing and 
electro focussing; the latter may be 
further subdivided into electro
magnetic and electrostatic focussing. 

The production of the electron 
emission is the first step, so we will 
start h~re and work forward. In the 
gas focussed or "soft" cathode ray 
tube a filament type of emitter is 
used similar to a battery receiving 
valve and is coated in a like manner 
with one of the rare oxide earths. 
The electro-focussing tube uses the 
indirectly-heated cathode which is 
also coated with a similar electron
emitting substance. 

Regulating Grid 

·with both varieties of tubes a 
small metal cylinder_ is fitted con
centrically to the emitter i!lustratect 
in Fig. l; this cylinder is called a 
grid, wehnelt shield or modulator, 
and is for the purpose of regulating 
the number of electrons advancing 
to the focussing electrodes -.,- the 
higher the negative potential o~ the 
grid, with respect to the emitter, 

the fewer the electrons that will be 
able to pass through it, so may· be 
used to control the brilliancy of 
the spot on the screen-it assists 
the focussing in that it projects the 
electrons in a broad beam. As the 
grid is so close to the emitter and 
negative to it, it discourages the 
emission of electron,s from the side 
surfaces, so most of the emission 
comes from the end of the cathode. 

Focussing 

In the soft cathode ray tube an 
inert gas such as helium, neon or 
argon is introduced into the en
velope at very low. pressure, which 
results in an automatic focussing of 
the electron beam and permits the 
use of comparatively low operating 
voltages. 

\Vhen the ·electrons pass from the 
grid they are attracted to the anode, 
Fig. 2, which also consists of a metal 
cylinder and is several hundred volts 

FIG. I 

positive to the filament, which gives 
the electron beam euflicient impetus 
to cause the flourescent screen to 
glow at the point of contact. The 
velocity of the electron beam upon 
hitting the gas molecules is sufficient 
to release electrons from them turn
ing them into positive ions which 
have a Yery much greater mass than 
the electrons, so that t hese ions tend 
to remain in a beam a nd, being 
positive, will attract the electrons 
to this core, causing them to form 
into a narrow pencil. 

Definition 

The degree of focussing with thi.y 
method is considerably better than 
in the hard tubes, but suffers from 
the disadrnntage that, owing to the 
comparatively large mass of the 
beam, the spot becomes diffused 

(Continued on next page) . 
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Fig, l.-The sketches above· show the internal arrangement of th• Pl.C.A. 906 type 
cathotle ray tube. Note that In general practice, the tecond anotl• anti not the 
cathode Is earthed. This allows the deflecting plates to be nffr earth 1tOtential 
without tlecellerotlng the beam. Also note the connections made in.ille the tube. 
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C.R. TUBES 
(Continued) 

when the deflection frequency is 
raised above about 10 kc/s. 

The coated filament of the emitter 
is subjected to a bombardment of 
positive ions and it is not particu
larly suitable for this treatment, 
which will in due-Course lead to its 
disintegration, so its life is consider
ably less than the hard tube. 

The grid is connected to a point 
on the filament so that focussing 
and intensity variation may be car
ried out simultaneously hy the fila
ment rheostat. If the emission is too 
great the spot will be \vide and out 
of focus, and if too little the spot 
will not be bright e.nough. 

Electron Optics 
"With electrostatic focussed ca th

o de ray tube the focussing is carried 
out by two or more specially-shaped 
anodes arranged along the path of 
the electron beam. The design of 
these anodes comes under the head
ing of electron optics, which, like 
the theory of all optics, is a study 
on its own. However, the object of 
the anodes is to change the electron 
beam from a diverging into a con-

verging one, so that it will be in 
sharp focus upon impinging the ~en
sitised screen. This is caused by 
applying a potential difference of, 
say, 300 volts to the first anode and 
one several times greater than this 
to the second anode, causing elec
trostatic fields to be set up w hie h 
focus the beam; this is not only 
dependent on the position of the 
anodes but the ratio of the voltages 
applied to these anodes as well. · 1t 
is usual to keep the second anode 
at its fixed high Yoltage arnl to 
bring the beam into focus by alter
ing the voltage applied to the flrst 
anode. The electrons comprising the 
beam, being of a like .charge, tend 
to repel each other, which causes 
the spot at the point of focus to be 
slightly diffused; this may be par
tially pvercome by increasing the 
anode voltage. 

To focus the beam with an electro
magnetic field, . a solenoid coil is 
placed around the neck of the en
velope after the accelerating anode. 

Accelerating Anodes 
The magnetic field set up. by the 
solenoid imparts a spiral motion 
to the electrons, causing them to 
arrive at the &ame spot on , the 
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screen. The size of the spot appear
ing on the screen may be varied by 
altering the position of the solenoid 
with respect to the accelerating 
anode-the further from the anode 
the smaller the size of the spot. 

This type of focussing suffers 
from the disadvantage that power 
is required to energise the magnet, 

--·· .. --.. --·------. -~~RE~;-· ··1 

Qltlll ,l\IJOl>t;. - __ . -r) 

4ef~~: :· - "1 
Fu./iMENT - .. \_/ 

Ftc.2 
but on the other hand it has sim
plieity of ,construction. 

Flourescent Screen 
Before considering how the elec

tron beam is deflected, we will have 
a look at the sensitised screen. This 
consists of a white chemical powder 
deposited' at the end of the tube on 
the illside surface. The electrons of 
the beam will hit the screen with a 
Yery high velocity, as high aS 15,00() 
.per second, and at this point the 
screen will emit a flourescent glow. 
If the focussed spot is allowed to 
remain stationary on the screen for 
any length of time the screen will be 
"burnt" at this point and will suffer 
a permanent defect, as this point 
will ·no longer fluoresce-when not 
moving, either the intensity of the 
spot should be reduced or defocussed 
to prevent this burning. 

Control of Colour 
Several different types of fluores

cent powders are used on the screen 
of the tube, each with its own 
special characteristics. 

Willemite (zinc silicate) emits a 
bright green glow when the electron 
beam impinges on it and has a fairly 
rapid decay, which means that it 
soon loses its glow after the beam 
shifts to another position. 

Zinc phosphate has a long after
glow and it may be visible for as 
long as a quarter of a second after 
the beam has passed on to another 
position, and is characterised by its 
red glow. 

For photographic purposes the 
blue glow emitted by cadmium or 
calcium tungstate is especially suit
able and has a particularly rapid 
decay. 

It is quite possible to obtain a 
trace of practically any colour, and 
the ones just given, together with 
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"·hite and sepia, are quite comtnoh. 
Much "·ork has been done 'with these 
powders for television tubes. 

Deflecting Systems 
Up to the present we have seen 

how the electrons are emitted, con
trolled and focussed and when im
pinging a sensitised screen cause it 

·to glow at that point, and we will 
now consider the methods employed 
that apply equally well to both hard 
and soft tubes, to cause the beam 
to deflect and . hollow the variations 
of the currents under examination. 

It should be kept in mind that 
the electrons are minute particles 
of negative electricity and as such 
will be attracted to a positiYe ficlc1 
and repelled by a negative one. 

Electrostatic Deflection 
For this type of deflection two 

sets of plates are inserted inside 
the en,·elope after the final ac
celerating anode; the two pairs of 
plates are fixed a short distance 
apart, so one pair is in n plane at 
right angles with respect to the 
other. 'Without any voltages applied 
to these plates the fo<'11ssed electron 

• 

' - -.. >~ --

beam should impinge the screen at 
its centre. 

The two plates that are mounted 
horizontally will deflect the beam 
vertically, so are known as the verti
cal deflection plates (VDP), "·hi!e 
the plates that are mounted vert i-· 
cally will deflect the beam horizon
tally and are known as the horizon
tal deflecting plates (HDP). 

Considering one pair of plates, 
either pair, if a potential difference 
is connec_te<l between th~m, the elec-

tron beam (negative) wiii be at
tracted to the positive and repelled 
by the negative plate, deflecting the 
beam; if the electrical connections 
to the plates are reversed the beam 
will be deflected an equal amount 
in the opposite direction. The 
amount of this deflection is depen
dent on several factors- it is natural 
the higher the P.D . between the 
plates the greater will be the de
flection; the velocity at " ·hich the 
electrons are travelling is also n 
factor that determines the amount 
of deflection for a given deflecting
force - the higher the velocity of 
the electrons the greater the deflect
ing force required to deflect the 
beam to a given degree. 

Electromagnetic Deflection 

The explanation about to be given 
for electrostatic deflection applie~ 

equally well to electromagnetic de
flection or a combination of the two 
two as is sometimes used. 

In Fig. 3 a screen of a cathode 
ray tube is shown, I and 2 represent

( Continued on next page) 
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e.tt. 1u1r~ 
(Centinued) 

ing the vertical deflecting plates; 
3 and 4 the horizontal deflecting 
plates. \Vhen no voltages are ap
plied to either pair of plates the 
dectron beam will impinge the 
screen at A, the centre of the screen. 
If a P.D. is connected between 3 
and 4, negative to 3, positive to 4, 
the spot wlll fall somewhere along 
the diameter ab, to the right of A, · 
and we will presume that the de
flecting force is sufficient to make 
it fall at position B. The current 
to the HDP is now switched off 
and an equal voltage is applied to 
the VDP-1 positive, 2 negative
the spot will then take up its posi
tion at C. The voltage to 3 and 4 
is again switched on · so that no\\' 
there are two deflecting forces act
ing on the electron beam and the 
spot will take up its position at the 
point D. By varying the voltages 
applied to the two pairs of plates 
it is possible to make the spot take 
up a position anywhere in quadrant 
w. 

Locatinir the Spot 
If the polarity applied to 3 and -t 

is kept unchanged but that to 1 and 
2 is reversed so 1 is now negatiYe 
and 2 is positive, the spot will now 
take up its position at E, and by 

• 

\'arylng the potentials on the piates 
the spot can be made to take up 
any position in quadrant X. 

The polarity to 3 and 4 is noll' 
reversed so that 3 is posith·e and ·t 
is negative; 1 is still kept negative 
and 2 positive. The spot will take up 
a position at F and likewise may he 
made to take up any position in 
the quadrant Y. 

To get the spot to fall at position 
I ---~-·----:::::::..__---! 

;A---------.-/l "\ I 
-;:-::v~~--\:~~-~V-~~:~~r;-~ \ 1 

--- ·- - --____ J 
D c 

Fic..4 

G in quadrant Z, 3 is positive, 4 
negative, as for the quadrant Y; 
1 is made positive and 2 negative as 
wa8 required to make the spot fall 

-in the quadrant W. It is now evi
dent that by applying suitable polar
ity and potentials to the two pairs 
of plates it is possible to make the 
spot fall anywhere on the screen. 

Fundamental Application 
If an alternating current follow

ing the sine curve is applied to the 
HDP, the VDP being left discon
nected, as in Fig. 4, at the point A of 
the sine curve the ' ' alue is zero, so 

the spot wiii impinge the screen at 
its centre (a). The voltage increases 
until it reaches B; the spot will have 
travelled from the position a to b. 
The voltage now begins .to fall again 
and the zero position is a.gain 
reached, C; the spot will have re
turned. from b to a. The voltage 
continues to fall until D is reached, 
causing the spot to travel from a to 
c. After the point D is passed the 
voltage with respect to D starts to 
mcrease again, until E is reached, 
v·hich is again a zero value, so that 
the spot will return from c to a. 

Persistence of Vision 
If the frequency of the alternating 

current were sufficiently slbw, the 
spot could be observed travelling 
from one ppsition to the other; if, 
hoWe¥er, a fairly high frequency Is 
being examined, say, 50 cycles per 
second power supply, the pattern on 
the screen will appear as a straight 
line, be; this is due to _the persis
tency of vision and the · after-glow 
of the fluorescent powder to a much 
less degree. 

In most applications it is desir
able that the trace takes the form 
of the cycle applied to the plates, 
so a method has been devised that 
enables us to do this and view the · 
curve on the screen. 

To show the theory of this method 
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we will apply a low frequency alter
nnting current to the HDP; to the 

"'VDP we connect the circuit shown 
. in Fig. l'ia, which is known as the 

time hase. · The wave form of the 
output of such a device will be 
somewhat similar to that shown in 
Fig. 5b, and if it is connected to 
VDP (Fig. 6) so it will start from 
zero· at the same instant as the A.C~ 
current cycle connected to the HDP 
is at its zero position and reaches 
position 2 the same instant the cycle 
is complete, it will be nt zero again 
in time to sweep the next cycle 
across the screen in a like manner; 
the 8peed at which this is done 
causes the pattern on the screen to 
appear stationary ann as one .com-

f1C:..Ss. 

~-~--
plete cycle. To obtaiil a complete 
pattern it is necessary that t he fre~ 
quency of the alternating current 

· is an even multiple of the frequency 
of the time base circuit~twice the 
frequency, two complete cycles will 
appear on the screen; three times 
the frequency, three ·cycles and so 
on. This type of time base circuit 
is seldom - used in practice and a 
more convenient electronic method . 
has been devised but will not be 
touched upon here as it is worthy of 
an article on its own account. 

* * 

CHEAP SETS 
Already one American manufac

turer has announced a post-war plan 
to produce a four-valve radio set 
to sell at six dollars, about £2 in 
our money. 

ANOTHER ANGLE· ON HIGH FIDELITY 
PUBLISHED in the American 

technical journal "Q.S.T." re
cently was an advertisement of 
the National Company, makers 

of the H.R.O. communications-type 
receiver, in which the President of 
the company, 'William A. Ready, 
told his personal ideas about the 
much-di.scussed subject of high 
fldelity . This is what he wrote: 

"High fidelity" has come to mean 
the same thing as wide frequency 
range to most radio men. This can 
lead to a lot of grief, because wide 
range is only one of the require
ments that must be met. In our 
experience it is not even the ma.ior 
requirement. 

Requirements 

\Ve take it that fidelity refer~ tn 
the ability of a sound system to re
produce the original sound faith
fully. The more the reproduction 
sonnds like the original, the higher 
the fidelity. We think there is not 
much argument here. 

For the reproduction to be a per
fect replica of the original nothing 
must be added and nothing can be 
taken away. Unless the system can· 
reproduce a wide range of fre- · 
quencies, something is t aken away. 
The "highs" are missing. Unless the 
system is free from distortion, some
thing is added. Harmonics are pres-, 
ent. In our experience, distortion is 
more important, .and much more 
difficult to control than frequenc~· 
range. 

As an experiment, we once 
"souped up" a phonograph so that 
the upper limit of its range was 
extended from about 5,000 cycles to 
about 10,000 cycles. 'Ve substituted 
a wide-range speaker for the prev
ious one, and added compensation 
by means of filters to extend the 
range of the pickup and amplifier. 
It sounded awful, much worse than 
before we made the changes in fact. 
This must be a fairly common ex
perience, because a number of 
people who heard it remarked "That 
is what you always get when you go 
in for high fidelity." 

As a sequel to this experiment, 
we rebuilt the amplifier. Triode 
tubes, operating Class A, were used 
throughout. The last two stages 
were push-pull. Transformers of 
the highest grade were employed, 

and the output t ransformer ·in par
ticular was a husky affair having 
lots of iron and copper. Great care 
'ms taken to mak~ sure that the 
amplifier was absolutely stable and 
that the speaker was adequately 
damped. The pickup was of a special 
type having linear response to 15,000 
cycles. Having done all this, we 
then inserted a filter with a cut-off 
at about 5,000 cycles. 

·with snch a cut-off, the system 
clearly could not be called "high
fidelity," yet tjle reproduction was 
so realistic that it approached the 
spectacular. The attenuation of high 
frequencies was similar to the loss 
caused by distance, or by draperies. 
Someone hearing the system for the 
first time, without warning, was apt 
to say, "Who is playing the piano 
in the next room?" The italics are 
ours. 

A Practical Suggestion 

\\' e are not arguing against wide 
frequency range. On the contrary, 
we think that only a wide range 
system can do a first-class .iob. :\ 
phonograph pickup will introduce a 
lot of distortion as it approaches the 
limit of its range. So if you want 
to reproduce 7,500 cycles do not 
use a pickup that just reaches this 
range. Use one that goes an octave 
higher, to 15,000 cycles. Then use a 
filter that cuts off Just low enough 
to take out the distortion in the 
record, at the limit of its range. 
The same thing goes for radio 
tuners, speakers, and amplifiers. It 

may seem wasteful to buy frequency 
range and then throw it away with 
a filter. Actually you buy fidelity 
and throw away distortion. You 
will hardly believe how good such t 
reproduction can he until you try it. 

ELUSIVE HUM TROUBLE 
An American serviceman reports 

a case where hum wns caused in a 
set by the light from an alternating 
current lamp falling on a '27 type 
detector \'alve. The cure was to 
shield the valve from light. 

It sounds incredible, yet Is quite 
possible, due to the effect on cathode 
emission by light. . • 
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STRAEDE'S CONTEST 
(Continued from page 1 8) 

as the heats in Section A, but the 
public will not be allowed to take 
part. The three judges, one from 
RCA Photophone, one from a broad
cast station and one from a radio 
school known all over Australia. 

No enthusiast need fear to enter 
for this section, no matter how big 
or how small his job and how ex
pensive or how cheap, because all 
factors including power, portability, 
and cost of manufacture are con
sidered. In this section there will 
probably be several minor pTizes 
for amplifiers fitted with the best 
home-made pickup, the best portable 
baffle and the one \\·ith the most un
orthodox circuit. 

Possibly some of .the novices will 
wonder what some of the terms 
(such as inter-modulation distor-

FUNDAMENTALS ,. 
(Continued) 

is one cycle and if it took the revol
Ying conductor one second to pro
duce it the alternating EMF \\·ould 
be said to have a frequency of one 
cycle per second. Now, if the speetl 
of the conductor is increased so as 
to produce five complete cycles per 
second, Fig. 20, it will then have a 
frequency of five cycles per st;.cond. 

The human ear has a frequency 
range of from about 16 to 20,000 
cycles per second -and these are 
known as audio frequencies; it is 
also usual to include the frequencies 
between 0 to 16 cycles per second 
as audio frequencies. The frequen
cies used for the power mains in 
Australia are 40 and 50 cycles per 
second. Plans are being made to 
convert them all to 50 cycles per 
second. 

Frequencies above about 20,000 
c.p.s. are known as radio fre
quencies. As I,000 cycles is equal to 
a "kilocycle" (kc), it is more easilv 
expressed as 20 kilocycles per se~- · 
ond. 'Vhen frequencies of over a 
million cycles per second are reach
ed' it is usual to express them in 
megacycles, thus, if we wished to 
express 23,950,000 c.p.s., we would 
say 23.95 megacycles. 

Effective EMF and Current 
As we are aware, the instanl!an

eous value of the current or EMF 
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tion) mean. Well, there are two 
main kinds of distortion ·- one is 
·culled "frequency distortion" and 
means that notes of some pitches are 
reproduced more loudly than others. 
An example of this is a radio fitted 
with an old-fashioned horn speaker 
which has a tinny sound due to a 
few notes around the 500 to 1,000 
hertz mark (that is approximately 
C' to C" on the piano), being over
accentuated. Another example is 
the muffled tone we get when high 
frequencies are reduced, due to the 
use of plate-bypass condensers 
which are too large. 

The other kind of distortion is 
called "amplitude distortion" be
cause it varies with the amplitude 
or loudness of the music. Soft notes 
are clear and pleasant, but extra 
loud notes have an "edge" on them. 
Closely associated with amplitude 
distortion is inter-modulation dis-

varies through the cycle. To -obtain 
the "effective" value of an alter
nating current it is necessary to 
compare the heating effect of this 
current compared to the heating 
effect of direct current. 

This effective value is obtained by 
taking the instantaneous values of 
current over a cycle of alternating 
current, squaring these values, tak
ing an average of the squares, and 
then .taking a square root of the 
average; owing to this method, the 
effective value is known as the "root 
mean square" or r.m.s. value. 

1'he r.m.s. may be calculated by 
multiplying the maximum value 
'reached in the cycle by .707, thus: 
E (r.m.s.) = E (max.) X .707 volts 
I (r.m.s.) =I (max.) X .707 amps. 

RMS values may be returned to 
their maximum or peak values by 
the following formula: 
E (max.) = E (r.m.s.) X 1.414 volts 
I (max.) =I (r.m.s.) X 1.414 amps. 

Average EMF and Current 

The >·erage Yalue is calculated by 
taking the value of all instantaneous 
values of half a complete cycle. 

The average value of a sine cune 
may be calculated from the for
mulae: 
E - (ave.) = E (max.) X .637 volts 
I (ave.) = I (max.) X .637 amps. 

(Part 3 of this aeriH will appear 
In next issue.) 

POCKET RADIOS 
Several radio manufacturers iii 

U.S.A. have a11nounced that they 
hope to market pocket radioa for 
businessmen and others. There 
appears to be no limit to the 
miniaturisation which can be ap
plied to radio components. 

tortion which occurs when two notes 
are being played at the same time 
and one ·or both are distorted. If 
tlH'. two notes happen to be a dis
cord (and therefore not too pleas
ant, even when not distorted!), they 
become quite unbearable when dis
tortion occurs. 

Some of the points are allotted 
for flexibility or number of uses to 
which the amplifier can be put, but, 
if you claim a use, you mlliiit be 
prepared to .demonstrate it to the 
judges! Possible uses in expected 
order of frequency may be: pickup, 
microphone, electric guitar, labora: 
tory· amplifier, oscillator,. booster, 
recording amplifier. 

Help For Enthusiasts 
Don't be too worried if you've 

.iu~t busted your one-and-only pick
up; the writer will be pleased to 
lend you his (complete with motor) 
on the nights of the heats, provided 
you have a suitable 4-pin socket to 
take the pick-up plug (No. 4 pin 
hot, all others earthed). 

The maximum output at l;OOO c/s 
is approximately 1/ 6 volt RMS or 
! volt peak (lower than usual) and 
the response with a load of 90,000 
ohms is quite flat (within ' db) 
between 250 and 5,500 hertz. There 
is a gradual rise at each end-to 
7 db at 50 hz and to 2 db at 7,000. 
With 100,000 ohm load and a .0001 
condenser, the response is almost 
dead flat to 6,000 and then trails 
off sharply. 

Late Entries 
Originally it was felt that if a 

person were not enthusiastic to get 
his entry in on time, then he (or 
she) didn't deserve to · enter. How
ever, there are qlute a number of 
keen amplifier owners who may have 
to tear up their built-in baffles to 
get at the speakers, others may need 
to borrow cars to carry their equip
ment, and so it was decided to per
mit late entries up to the time of 
starting the first heat, but plea•• 
get your entry in early. 
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MOVING COIL METERS 
' The inside information about your Multi-meter 

THE mttlti-meter is undoubtedly 
the most commonly seen and 
used piece of test equipment 
in radio due mainly to its 

flexibility and comparative low cost 
--instruments are available with as 
many as 46 ranges, any one of which 
is obtained by the flick of a switch. 

Accuracy Considerations 

The . instrument is constructed 
around the d'Arsonval moving coil 
meter on which the accuracy of all 
the ranges are dependent; if this 
is not' accurate, then no matter ho\\' 
much care is taken with the shunts, 
series resistances, etc., the readings 
will be no more accurate than the 
design of the meter. 

This type of meter is designed on 
the electric motor principle and to 
obtain high sensitivity an intense 
magnetic field is required; this is . 
obtained by using cobalt steel in 
meters with a sensitivity of up to 
1,000 ohms 'per volt - if greater 
sensitivity is required an alnico steel 
is used, which is about 2~ times 
more powerful than cobalt. 

Const11.ncy 

If the calibration of the meter is 
to re.main constant over a period of 
time it is necessary that the magnet 
will have unvarying characteristics, 
for this end the magnet is artificially 
aged by steam heating. 

The magnet usually takes a horse
shoe shape and Is fitted with soft 
iron pole pieces shaped to form a 
hollow cylinder ·an their inner sur
faces, Fig. la. 

Mechanical Details 

The field strength of .a magnet is 
inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance separating the poles, 
so as to reduce the permeability of 
the gap; a soft iron core is s11s
pended in the hollow cylinder by 
two brass supporting plates. ln the 
space between the poles and the 
core is mounted a coil in jewel bear
ings via two spindles, Fig. lb. To 
one of these spindles is fixed a 
pointer, together with two counter
balance weights. The moving coil 

is w&und on an aluminium former 
with a large number -of turns of 
insulated fine wire. , 

The Spring 

A phosphor bronze spring is 
mounted on each spindle, which pro
vides a torque as the coil turns 
and are also used to conduct the 

. current under measurement in and 
out of the . coil. The greater the 
torsion of the springs the greater the 
current required to deflect it a cer
tain amount; however, there are 
11.xed limits on reducing the size of 
the spring to reduce the torsion. 

Damping Factors 

It is desirable that the meter shall 
be what is 'called "dead-b~at" or 
"aperiodic," which means that the 
pointer comes to rest immediately 
it reaches the position the deflecting 
current will cause it to take. The 
process used to bring about this 
condition is known as "damping'' 
and the example just given is 100·% 
or perfect damping. The damping 
is brought about by the aluminium 
former on which the coil is wound, 
for, as the coil turns, the former 
will have Eddy currents induced in 
it, which according to Lenz's law 
will produce a force or drag oppos
ing that of the moving coil which in 
effect is to steady its motion. 

If damping is overdone the meter 
becomes very sluggish in action and 

may take some time to arrive at its 
iinal position -- the greater the 
damping the slower the movement 
of the needle. 

Unde.r-damping is when t he 
pointer oscillates about the final 
point of rest before taking up its 
steady position-the less the damp
ing the more oscillations there will 
be before the pointer comes to rest . 

In practice slight under-dan1ping 
is aimed at so the needle will oscil
late for a practically negligible 
period and almost immediately come 
to rest. 

The Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of a meter is 
usually expressed in ohms per volt 
- the higher the ohms per volt the 
greater the sensitivity of the meter 
-and may be calculated from the 
following formula: 

1,000 
Ohms per volt 

I 
I is the full-scale current drain of 
t he meter in milliamperes, thus the 
sensitivity of a 0-1 milliammeter 
is I,000 ohms per volt. 

The coil, over the whole of its 
arc of movement, will travel through 
a field of uniform flux density, so 
that the torque that the coil ex~ 
periences will he proportional to the 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued) 

current in the coil. Thus readings 
over the whole scale are uniform. 

The 0-1 milliameter may have its 
current measuring range extended 
·by the addition of suitable shunt 
resistances. For these calculations 
it is necessary to know the resistance 
of the meter which varys from about 
30 to 100 ohms, according to manu
facture. 

Full-scale Deflection 

''-'hen a current of 1 m.a. is flo\\·
ing through the meter the pointer 
will register full-scale deflection; if 
a resistance with the same value as 
the meter is shunted across the 
meter (i.e., they are connected in 
parallel) half the current will flow 
through the shunt and the other 
half through the meter, which will 
register .5 m.a.; so now 2 m.a. will 
have to flow through the circuit to 
obtain full-scale deflection of the 
pointer, which means the rang; of 
the meter has been doubled. From 
this a formula may be evolved· for 
extending the current ranges of the 
meter. 

Let the resistance of the meter 
be represen.ted by Rm; the shunt 
by Rs; the main current in m.a. by 
I; the branch currents through the 
meter and shunt Im and Is, respec
tively; and it is desired that the 
meter will measure a current of n 
times the full-scale deflection; so-

I= Im+ Is 
n.Im =I 

Substituting n.Im for I in 
n.Im = Im + Is 

Therefore-

(1) 
(2) 

(I)-

Is =Im (n-1) (3) 

The voltage across the meter 
equals Rm.Im, and across the shunt 
Rs.Is, which must be the same as 
they are connected to the same 
points in the circuit. 

Thus-
Rm.Im = Re.Is 

Rm.Im 
Is= --

Rs 
Substituting in (3) for Is

Rm.Im 
--- =Im (n - 1) 

Rs 
R 

Rs=-- ohms 
. n--1 

Example: A 0-1 m.a. meter, of 
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resistance i-Oo ohms, is requlred to 
read 0-20 m.a. 
n = 20; I= 20; Rm= 100 

100 
Rs=--

20-1 
= 5.263 ohms 

If the meter is shunted by a re
sistance of this value and a current 
of 20 m.a. is allowed to flow through 
the circuit, 19 m.a. will flow through 

Faea.2. 

·hwll\ 
E ., 

the shunt and 1 m.a. through the 
meter, which will indicate full-scale 
deflection and at lower values of 
current proportionate intermediate 
readings. In this example the actual 
readings on the 0-1 m.a. scale should 
be multiplied by 20 to obtain the 
true current flow. 

Voltage Measurement 

\\'e have seen how the 0-1 m.a. 
meter is capable of reading prac
tically any value of current, and we 
will now see how it may be con
verted to measure voltages. 

If we were to connect the meter 
directly across 10 volts the current 
flowing through it would be limited 
only by" the resistance of the meter 
which, we will suppose, is 100 ohms, 
and with the assistance of Ohms law 
we can see that a current of .1 amp. 
or 100 m.a. would flow, which is 100 
times more than the meter is de
signed to pass, which is not very 
beneficial to the meter, and it is 
necessary to place a limiting resist
ance in series with the moving coil 
of the meter, so that when 10 volts 
is applied across the circuit a cur
rent · of 1 m.a. only will flow, so that 
the 10 volts will give just a full
scale deflection. The value of this 
resistance may be calculated from a 
variation of Ohm's law: 

Rm is the internal resistance of 
the meter; Rs the series resistance; 
E the maximum volt.age it is re-

quired to measure, and the cur-
rent; from Ohm's law--

So 

E 
I=----

Rm+Rs 
As I in this case = 1 m.a. ; = 

1 

1,000 
1 

amps 

E 

1,000 Rm+ Rs 
Rm + Rs = 1,000 E 

Rs = 1,000 E - Rm 
Example: Convert an 0~1 m.a. 

meter, with a resistance of 100 
ohms, to read 0-10 volts. 

Rs = 1,000 X 10 - 100 
= 9,900 ohms 

In actual practice for the voltage 
scales the resistance of the meter 
may be ignored and a 10,000 ohm 
series resistance could be used in 
the above case. It should be obvious 
that the above formula as it stands 
is suitable for the 0-1 m.a. meter, 
if it was, . say, a 0-5 m.a. meter, 
200E would have to be substituted 
in the formula for l,OOOE. 

Resistance Measurement 
A 0-1 m.a. meter may be easily 

adapted for resistance measure
ments. Arranging a circuit so when 
a battery is connected in series with 
the meter and a resistance which 
limits the current flow to 1 m.a.; 
if an unknown resistance is inserted 
in se.ries with the circuit it will 
reduce the current, depending on 
the value of the resistance which 
may be read on a calibrated scale. 
We will now show how the calibra
tion is calculated in a practical ohm 
meter. In the circuit shown in Fig. 2 

. the battery (E) has a Yoltage of 1.5 
and it is necessary that the resist- · 
ance (R) should restrict the current 
flowing through the meter to 1 m.a. 
when the unknown resistance (Rx) 
is shorted out of the circuit. 

1 
E = 1.5; Ia= -- amp; Rm= 100 

1,000 

R 
E 

Ia . 
1.5 

1,000 

1 

Rm 

100 

1,500 - 100 
= l,400 ohms 

This resistance is made up of a 
fixed and variable resistance, which 
may be, say, 1,000 ohms, for the 
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fixed resistance and a 500-ohm vari
able which is adjusted with Rx out 
of circuit, so the meter will give its 
full deflection of 1 m.a. When Rx 
is seriesed in the circuit the current 
flow will·· be reduced and mav he 
read from the scale, and acco;dlng 
to Ohms law will be as follows: 

I is the. current flow in m.a.; E 
is the applied voltage; Rx the un
known resistance; Rm the internal 
resistance of the meter; and R the 
current limiting resistance-

1,000 R . 

1 = milliamps 
R+ Rm+ Rx 

It is necessary to multiply by 
1,000 ·as the current is in milliamps. 

To obtain the value of the un
known resistance: 

I,000 E = IR + !Rm + IRx 
IRx = 1,000 E - IR - IRm 

I,000 E -I(R + Rm) 
Rx 

I 
Example: An 0-1 m.a. meter, 100 

ohms internal resistance, fitted w,ith 
current limiting resistance of 1,400 

TELEVISION FROM RECORDINGS . ' 

Television from recordings is 
promised by an American Com
pany. Foreseeing that future tele
"ision programmes will be on the 

· air onlr a few hours nightly, this 
firm proposes to supply stations 

ohms and a batter of 1.5 volts, shows 
a deflection .6 m.a. when an un
known resistanc~ is placed in series 
with the circuit. What is the value 
of this resistance? 

E = 1.5; I = .6; R = 1,400; 
Rm= 100-

I,OOO X 1.5 - .6(1,400+100) 
P. x - ------------

.6 
1,500- 900 

.6 
I,000 ohms. 

" ;th a few calculations of the 
1 ype just shown it is possible to 
ealibrate the scale so that resistances 
may be read directly. 

with television disc-recordings to 
be used for o:t?-time .fill-in! .. . These 
telettc-ords could· also be played by 
set owners with 11 sort of television 
"phonograph" pick-up. The id~a of 
having recorded television is not 
new, but up till now engineers 
have held that the recording of 
high-definition television \\'Ould be 
most difficult. 

.. .. 
PERMEABILITY TUNING 
W. J. Polydoroff, a pioneer in 

early efforts at so-called "perme
ability tuning," has announced a 
new method whereby the actual per
meability of a core is altered. As 
at present understood, permeability 
tuning really amounts to altering 
the reluctance of a coil by sliding 
a core through it. The new idea is 
to alter the permeability of the core 
by imposing a steady d.c. current 
to affect the flux. 
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HANDY TESTER 
(Continued from p09e 1 3 ) 

minals, making !Ure first that the 
resistance is in its maximum position 
so that the meter will not be dam
aged. The resistance is then re
tarded until exactly 1 mil. (full-scale 
deflection) flows. Switch to the 10 
mil. range and adjust R13 for 1/lOth 
full-scale deflection. When this is 
obtained the resistance is retarded 
still further until we again haYe full
scale deflection on 10 mils. The 100 
mil. - range is switched in and R12 
adjusted until once again we have 
l/lOth full-scale deflection. The 
process is repeated for the higher 
ranges except that when the 500 
mil. range is switched in Rll it is 
adjusted for 1/5th full-scale deflec
tion and for the 1,000 mil. or 1 amp. 
range, RlO is adjusted for ~ full
scale deflection. If at any time dur
ing this adjustment it becomes diffi
cult fo obtain full-scale deflection, 
extra cells may have to be added. 

Calibration of the ohms scale is 
now all that is left and on the high 

IF IN DOUBT! 

Place a stcmdln9 order with 

your newsagent or send a· 

~ direct subscription. 

~- ~ .................... ..., 
9''*~~'• ,,,m,. '''''''* 

and intermediate ranges is best done 
by connecting in accurate known re
sistors and marking them on the 
scale, first of course adjusting the 
zero-ohms potentiometers. 

The low ohms scale may also be 
calibrated by this means, but if low 
accurate •resistors are not available 
the following formulae may be used: 

R 
m=--~-

Rm+R 
R = Res. to be measured. 
Rm = Internal res. of the mil

liameter. 
m = Meter reading in M.A. with 

resistor connected. 

•'o''""' 

(Continued from page 5 l 

11cross the heaters if the drain is not 
the same. 82L7GT is the best bet 
for a substitute. 

It should be borne in mind that 
this chassis is "hot" and dangerous 
to handle, so take care. If desired 
all earthed points can. be taken to 
a common point and direct to the 
chassis, except may.be throu.gh a 
tubular condenser. This would in
crease the danger to a great extent. 
Take care to insulate the gang from 
the chassis if you use this system. 
Another important item-make sure 
that the knobs used 'on the controls 
have short grub SC'rews on them as 
they <'onnect to the control shafts 
and can give you a nasty shock. 
"It is better to be safe than sorry." 
Apart from these precautions, there 
is ,·ery little difference than if you 
were building a conYentional super
het. 

Just be careful all connections 
a re as shown on the circuit diagram. 

10" f,le,,.s 
'fO ARE AS SIMPLE 

Victory will transform our transformer supply po1ition, 
but, until then, we regret we can meet ollly Defence 
requirements of these. well-known ABAC lines . 

e Air-cooled power transformers up to ZKY A. 

e Small-size current transformers for redifier in
struments. 

e Audio and carrier frequency transformers on 
silicon steel or nicltel alloy corn. 

• 11, 16 and 31 point switches. 

· e Custom-built sheet metal. 
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ABAc. TRANs~oRMEnS 
-a product of TRIMAX TRANSPOllMERS 
DIVISION OF CLIFF & BUNTING PTY. LTD. 
29-35 Flemington Rd., Nth. Melbourne, Vic. 
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POST-WAR RECEIVER FEATURES 
Some opinions from a prominent Radio trade personality 

MR. A. FREEDMAN, general 
manager of Stromberg
Carlson, in an article ap~ 
pearing in a recent issue of 

"E.R.D.A.," expresses the opinion 
that the quality of manufacture of 
the post-war radio receiver will be' 
far superior to the pre-war product. 

Mr. Freedman says: 

The Communication Industry in 
this country has, during the past 
four or five year~ produced equip
ment of which it may well be proud, 
and the experience gained in the 
manufacture of equipment upon 
which the safety of thousands of 
men has been dependent, will . result 
In radio equipment which will be 
far more reliable than anything pro
duced in the past. 

Cabinet Designs 

immediate "post"11·ar" receivers will 
be only what the industry can "slap'' 
together to get on the market. In 
my opinion, the Government should 
grant manufacturers the permission 
to begin development of new designs 
now, even if there is a restriction 
upon the amount of llloney which 
can be spent by each manufacturer 
for this purpose. This has ;dread_,. 
been done in America, and, from 
conversations I ha·;e had in A mericn 
with executives there, I feel fairly 
certain that manufacturers in Eng
land have also been allowed to pro
ceed along similar lines. 

Frequency Modulation 
Just how Frequency Modulation 

and Television will affect the "post
war" picture seems to be in every 
radio man's mind today. In the nor
mal course of events I should "say 
that we would have frequency modu
lation at a fairly early date and 
television in a few years' time. 

I doubt that Australia can, at the 
present time, support television on 
other than an experimental basis. 

No one should expect F.M. to 
supplant our present system. It has 
not done so in America, and is less 
likely to do so in Australia. While 
F .M. transmitters are relatively in
expensive, F.M. receivers, built to 

incorporate all that F.:M. has to 
offer, require at least 7 or 8 valves, 
so it is unlikely that F.M. receivers 
"·ill "swamp" the market. In ad
dition, F.M. com·erters can be sup
plied to allow present receiYers to 
be operated either on F .M. or A.M. 

I left America ,·ery disappointed 
with television as a near future com
mercial proposition for , Australia, 
but \'ery much sold on F.M. as an 
immediate development for this 
country. I sincerely believe that at 
the present time F.M. offers the in
dustry the same relative opportuni
ties as the introduction of the first 
A.C. superheterodyne did in 193.1 . 

Merchandising. 
Mr. Freedman can see. no radical 

changes in distribution, but believes 
there is room for a lot of improve
ment in selling force in the last link 
of the distribution chain - the re
tailer. 

A further point made by Mr. 
Freedman is that our guarantees in 
the past have been for far too long 
a period, and the time has come 
when the industry could well adopt 
the form of guarantee which is al
most unh·ersally used overseas, and 
which limits the warranty to 90 
days from date of purchase. 

The post-war trend will be to
wards mantel models and radio 
gramophone combinations with con
soles assuming less importance than 
before the war. Apart from greater 
reliability and better mechanical 
design, I do not expect to see any
thing re\·olutionary. After all, cir
cuit design before the war had ad
_vanced to a stage where, under 
existing broadcasting technique, the 
listener did get results compatible 
with what he wns prepared to pay 
for his receiver, and I doubt, apart 
from the improvements in perform
ance of valves and components, 
which it would be normal to expect, 
that there have been. any develop
ments of so radical or re,·olutionary 
a nature so to change very greatly 
the radio receiver of the immediate 
pre-war era. What will actually be 
released by manufacturers, when re
strictions on civilian production are 
lifted, will depend, to a very large 
extent, on the Government's polic~· 
in allowing manufacturers to pre
pare for the return to normal pro
duction. The radio industry is not 
faced with a Yery difficult problelll 
as far as manufacturing reconver
sion is concerned, but the problem 
of new designs, and the too~ing pro
gramme to enable them to be pro
duced, is a difficult one, and ont> 
which requires men and time. 

RADIO BEST BEFORE FULL MOON 

I am very much afraid that tht> 

Radio reception has now been 
found to vary with the phases of 
the month, it was disclosed in a 
General Electric Science Forum ad
dress by Dr. Harlan True Stetson, 
of Cambridge, director of the la
boratory for cosmic terrestrial re
search, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 

A Long Study 
Citing the results obtained from 

data after more than 20,000 hours 
of observation over two periods of 
four years each, Dr. Stetson said: 
"From the study of our data, made 
on those nights when the moon was 
overhead, we found radio reception 
definitely impro\·ed from the time 
of the moon's first quarter to 
sho1;tly before full moon. After full 
moon, radio reception ·deteriorated\ 
but began to improve again from 
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about the last qua rter until a few 
days before new moon. This, of 
course, is true for a certain peculiar 
frequency over a certain path \\'e 

were measuring. 

Lunar Effects 

Huwever, in observations made 
" ·hen "the moon was below the 
horizon"- observations 1i'iade in the 
dark of the moon - "we found no 
such effect, where no radiation from 
the moon's surface could reach the 
radio waves over the path we were 
studying," Dr. Stetson pointed out. 
"The same thing happened in both 
series of data, except that the Inna r 
e ffect was more pronounced during 
the second four years of our data 
than during the first four years,'' 
he declared. 

-"Radio" (U.S.A. ) . 
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NOTES FROM MY DIARY 

A SOLDIER DX-ES 
A long informative and very wel

come Jetter from S/Sgt. R K. Clack 
reached me a few days ago. Ray is 
a very keen DX-er and has his little 
portable with him, and, to use his 
own words, "I still have the port
able you secured for me way back 
in 1941 and, believe me, it is still 
giving excellent results. I am using 
it in conjunction with an inverted 
'L' antenna, 50ft long and 20ft high, 

·running due north and south. The 
location is a · good one but local QRN 
is very high nearly all the time. The 
success he has had will be shown by 
a glance at the number of loggings 
credited to him, which is only a tithe 
of those he mentions but which, 
through pressure on space, have had 
to be omitted. 

VICTORY THROUGH AIR 
POWER 

This is the apt title given to an 
address delivered by Col. Thomas 
H . A . Lewis, Commanding Officer of 
Armed Forces Radio Service, on the 
occasion of the 25th Anniversary of 
American Radio. He explained how 
from a very modest beginning just 
after Pearl Harbour the Armed 
Forces Radio Service was now pre
senting 126 programmes per week; 
43 different languages and dialects 
were employed and the 73 top pro
grammes of the four networks, 
occupying 36 hours, were used in 
providing amusement and instruc
tion for the Armed Forces. I heard 
it over KGEX, 19.72 met., at 12.30 
p.m. on Friday, 16th February, and 
again at 8.15 p .m. the same day over 

· KROJ, KGEI and KWIX. A most 
interesting talk which occupied 28 
minutes •and crammed full of items 
that would appeal to radio DX-ers. 
I am hopeful I can obtain the full 
text and print it in these columns 
in next issue. 

SAYS WHO? 

"I sec a paragraph in the last 
issue of 'ARW' referring to the 
matter of verifications, or lack of 
them, from Noumea. You may be 
interested to know that I have re
ceived ·three vcries from this station. 
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Two of them were cards and the 
other a letter accompanied by a 
photograph of the studios and their 
lady announcer. The card is normal 
postcard size, white with black 
printing. It gives only the call sign 
FK8AA, Radio Noumea, 4·9.92 met., 
owner-operator, M. Charles Gaveau. 
Despite the simplicity, I count it as 
a card well worth having, in view 
of the fact that they appear to be 
so difficult to obtain."-Clack. (Of 
course, it must be some time since 
they operated on 49.92 met., as the 
only records I have in front of n1e 
are 49.00, 48.90 and their ·present 
wave-length of 48.39 met.; but a 
verification from the station is one 
to be proud of.) 

• 
Reception from several 'Frisco 

stations is spoilt between 6 and 7 
p .m. by a bad heterodyne from the 
BBC transmitters. Three that come 
to my mind, and on identical fre
quencies, are: KNBA, 9.49 m.c., py 
GWF; KGEI, 9.55 m.c., by GWB; 
and KGEX, 7.25 m.c., by GWI.
L .J.K. 

• 
"A most interesting verie has 

come from CE-970, Valparaiso, for 
my report on 30.82 met. The card 
was a large one with a map of Chile 
on the left, on which were located 
the various transmitters operated by 
the same network. The address is: 
Compauia Chilona de Comuuica
ciones, S.A., Radios "La Coopera
tiva Vitalicia," "La Voz de Chile 
para toda America," Casilla 87 V., 
Valparaiso, Chile."-Gillett. 

• 
"No . Wonder you thought you 

were on KROJ, 30.81 met. (or 80.4·, 
as Mr. WBOS calls it) . WLWR, or 
"·as it 'L,' used to call it 30.35 met. 
T hink some station once said 30.33 
met., and am sure it has been called 
30.8. WBOS is very fine from 7 a.m. 
and on Fridays at 7.30 a.rn. a most , 
interesting session, 'War Review.' 
Apart from his closing call, . the call 
has always been 'Westinghouse In
ternational Station, WBOS, etc.,' 
not 'This is WBOS, etc.' "---Gaden. 

eoNDlJCTED 1JY 
L. J. KEAST 

"Addrcs11 for reports on i'<PM, 
Honolulu, 18.065 m.c., is: The Dis
trict Communications Officer, 14th 
N aval District, Honolulu, Hawaii." 
- Clack. 

• 
Another to join the KMB b1·igade 

is Hugh Perkins, who, when refer
ring to station on 6.02 and 7.57 m.c., 
gfres calls us KM~I and KMBX. 
However, if I had e\<er thought call 
was M, all doubts would have been 
dispelled on 15th F ebruary when, at 
5.15 p .m., announcer, in giving bal
ance of February schedules for 
KNBA, KNBAC and KROJ, said, 
" KNBA, N as in new.'' Since then 
I have received a list from 'Frisco 

· mentioning the N.B.C. statioi;is as 
KNB.-L.J.K. 

• 
"Now what is the final letter of 

the Crosley station on 7.82 m.c., 
38.35 met., heard at night? Is it 
X or S? Most often I ~hink it is X. 
Not a bad signal at 9 p.m. Have not 
heard it open or close, but do not 
think it is on for very long."
Gaden. 

Apropos of the above station is 
a report from Arthur Cushen, who 
says, "WLWS-2 is on 7.83 m.c. from 
8.45-10.80 p.m.,'' . and Rex . Gillett 
writes that he hears WLWX on 
7.825 m.c., opening at 8.45 p.m. in 
Spanish." 'Vell, if we are all think
ing of the same station, the call is 
WLWS, my authority being a pro
gramme from The Crosley Corpora
tion, giving frequency as · 7,832.5 
kilocycles and a wave-length of 88.3 
met. The schedule is : 8.45-10.15 
p .m., the language Spanish and pro
gramme · is directed to Latin
America. Incidentally, the same pro
gramme is on WL WS, 6.37 m.c., 
47.10 met.- L.J.K. 

• 
"Victory Radio Club" prints a 

complete list of the new Canadian 
Broadcasting. Corporation short
wave transmitters as of December, 
1944: 
CKOB, Sackville N .B. 
CHAC 
CKLO 
CHLS 
CHMD 
CKXA 

" 

" 

" 
" 

6.09 
6.16 
9.36 
9 .. 61 
9.64 

11. 705 

m.c. 

" 

" 
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-CHOL ,, ,, 11.72 
" CKCX ,, 16.19 

CHTA ,, 16.22 
CKNC ,, 17.82 
CHLA ,, ,, 21.71 ,, 
Of these only CHTA, on 16.22 m.c., 
is known to be operating. Schedule 
is: 8.46 to -11.16 p.m. 

I am afraid we will have to wait 
for another frequency to open up, as 
it is unlikely we would hear 15.22 
at the times quoted.-L.J.K. 

• 
OAX4Z, Lima, "Radio Nacional 

de Peru," relays OAX4A, long-wave, 
854 k.c., has moved from 6.082 m.c. 
to 6.895 m.c. Nas excellent signals 
on this new frequency from 9 a.m. 
till 2 p.m. or later.-Howes "Uni
versalite." 

• 
"South Americnns not very nu

merous nor very powerful at 
present.- Gaden. 

• 
Arthur Cushen sa~·s The Uniterl 

Network use KNBX, on 21.61 m.c., 
18.88 met., from 1 a.m. till 8.80 a.m. 
I doubt if it would be heard here 
during those hours, and Arthur does 
not say he has· heard it, but I'll bet 
Wally Young or Rex Gillett will find 
it if l\udible.- L.J.K. 

• 
Listeners were probably surprised 

to find GRU on its new frequen.cy 
of 9.916 m.c. missing at 8 p .m. The 
new schedule is 10.16 p.m.-6.SO a.m.; 
8-11 a.m.; 2-3.30 p .m. Very nice 
signal when taking the news in the 
BBC American service at 2.30 p.m. 
- L.J.K. 

"Am sorry BBC closes at 3.30 
.m. on 9.915 m.<'.; should be kept 

on longer its it is a much bettl"r 
signal than GSB."-·Cushe1). (That 
is my opinion, too, Arthur.-L.J.K.) 

• 
Mr. Rex Gillett reports hearing a 

Cuban on 33.80 met., but he does 
not giYc call-sign or frequency. Ac
<'ording to m records this may be 
COKG, who is supposed to have 
moved from 8.955 m.c. to 9.00 m.c., 
although November "Radio Guia" 
still shows them as on 8.955 m.c. 
Then, according to "Radio Craft," 

there is a new one-COKW, on 
8.985 m.c.-which is NOT yet shown 
in "Radio Guia," so it's up to 
any call-sign. Is this COKG? Well, 
Adelaide, Killarney or Invercargill 
to be first in with the correct call. 
,J ust to make it all the more difficult, 
veteran Wally Young rushes in a 
report that he is hearing ·a Cuban 
on 33.48 met., but does not suggest 
I can't help, as it is too noisy in 
that area for me at the time these 
boys are hearing Havana, so we 
will leave it to the triumvirate and 
t rust we will have a story for the 
April issue.-L.J.K. 

NEW STATIONS 
GWS is. the call-sign for the new BBC on 

6.035 me, 49.71 m. This station is the 
one referred to in January issue under 
"Says Who?" as heard by Mr. Rex Gillett, 
but call then unknown.-L.J.K. 

OIX-4, Lahti, 15.19 me, 19.75 m: This old
timer who, in a country for many years 
under Ge.rman domination, deserves to 
be classed as a -w station. Rex Gillett 
reports hearing them from opening at 
10. 15 till closing at ro.30 p.m. Signal 
is .not good but announcement in English 
was heard, "This is Finland call in,g." 
English continued for about five minutes, 
then Finnish. 
Just after receiving Rex's mention of 
Finland, I rang Mr. Edel and he tele
phoned me at 8.30 p.m. that they were 
then on the air in Finnish. They were 
audible, but the strong signal of GSO, 

N 15.18 me, spoilt reception. By 8.50 they 
had either gone or faded out. 1 have 
shown location as Lahti and call OIX-4, 
which was the case before the war. 

KCBF, 'Frisco, 7.57 me, 39.6 m: This is a 
new channel for the C.B.S. and is used 
from 4.15 to 6.15 p.m. in Armed Forces 
Service. Signal is only fair, being in a 
noisy area. Is in parqllel with KCBA, 
6.17 me, 48.62 m. 

KNBX, 'Frisco, 7.57 me, 39.6 m: Hugh 
Perkins drew my attention to this one 
and I was m ighty ,glad to have the in
formation. I could not hear KNBX on 
9.49 me, at 7 o'clock, not even a carrier, 
although his playmate, KNBI, on 6.02 
me, was going as large as life. Schedule 
is 7 p.m. till 12.45 a.m. Signal. seldom 

\ 

gets about R5, morse being prevalent. 
KNBA, 'Frisco, 7.805 me, 38.43 m: The 

N.B.C. have introduced this frequency 
and it is heard well from 7-11 p.m. Is 
at that time in parallel with KNBC, 
9.70 me, 30.93 m. 

--, Moscow, 6.23 me, 47.68 m: As pro
l ific as their victories on the battlefields 
is the introduction of new outlets for 
the U.S.S.R. programmes. Here is a new 
one discovered by Mr. Edel. He soys at 
4 a.m. signal is good and news in English 
is given. 

PARIS chonges: Mr. Edel tells me Paris has 
dropped 19.87 m and, from 10-11.30 
p.m., with programme d irected to lndo
China, is on 19.53 and two old Paris 
spot~, 19.68 and 19.83 m. Opens as 
usual with "Marseillaise." · 
I find It is sometimes three minutes past 
10 before they open and, whilst 19.53 
and 19.83 may be there ·when "Mar
seillaise" played, often drop out. 

KROJ, 'Frisco ... ....... ... .. . 15.19mc, 19.75m 
Opens 6 a.m., closing as usual at 7.45 
a.m. 

GSC, London . . ... ... .. . .. .. .. .. 9.58mc, 31.32m 
From 4th March will be added to Pacific 
Service directed to New Zealand and 
Pacific Area from 3.45-8 p.m. 

G5_1<:11 London ... ..... .. .... .. l 1.82mc, 25.38m 
withdrawn from Pacific Service as from 
4th March. 

KMBC 
Hos moved bock to 15. 15mc, 19.B Im 
from 11 .45 a.m. to 1. I 5 p.m. 

Changes effective 2nd Mo"l'Ch 

As the Ultimate factory is en~ 
gaged in vital war production, 
the supply of Ultimate com
mercial receivers cannot be 
maintained at present. · 

Sole Aus-trai ion Concessionaires; 

SERVICE: Ultimate owners are 
assured of continuity of ser
vice. Our laboratory is situated 
at 267 Cfarence Street, Sydney. 
Servicing of all brands of radio 
sets amplifiers, as well as Rola 
Speakers is also undertaken at 

GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD. 
267 Clarence Street, Sydney 

Victorian Dlstritluton: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD., 208 Little Lonsdale Street 
Melbourne 
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ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN AUSTRALIAN 
STANDARD TIME 

Pressure on space only permits of un
usual Loggi•ngs or alterations in schedules 
or frequencies. · 

Readers wilf show a grateful considera
tion for others if they will notify me of 
any alterations. Pl'ease send reports to 
L. J. Keast, 23 Honiton Avenue W., 
Carlingford. Urgent reports, 'phone Epping 
2511. 

AFRICA 
AFHQ, Algiers ............ 11 .885mc, 25.24m 

Good strength at 12.45 a.m. with CBS 
programme I Gillett). · 

AFHQ, Algiers 11. 765mc, 25.50m 
Relays CBS programme at 12.45 a.m. 
I Gillett). 

AFHQ, Algiers ..... .......... 9 .61 me, 3 l.22m 
Heard in programme in English from 
about 8-9.45 o.m. I Gillett). 

AFHQ, 1Al-giers ......... ... 9.535mc, 3 l.46m 
Also heard from 8-9.45 a.m. in English 
I Gillett). 

--, Algiers .... ..... ....... 6.04mc, 49.67m 
Back a.gain with _news in English at 
6.30 a.m. I Gillett), 

Bechuanaland 
ZNB, -- .......... .. · . . 5.90mcL 50.90m 

Radio Newsreel at 5.30 a.m. i-air (Gil
lett). 

Belgian Congo 
RNB, Leopoldville .. 9.785mc, 30.66m 

Very fine before breakfast, quite good 
at 2.30 p.m. with on improvina signal 
I Gaden). Heard at 2.15 o.m. (Edell . 

RNB, Leopoldville 9.385mc, 31 .95m 
Good signal• at 2.45 a.m. I Edel). 

Egypt 
JCJS, Cairo ... . .. .. .. ... ... 7 .22mc, 41.55m 

"1 he Forces Programme" from about 
midnight to 7 a.m.; fairly good signal 
I Gillett). 

French Equatorial Africa 
. FZI, Brazzaville ... .. .... ... l l .97mc, 25.06m 

Good signal closing at 4 p.m. I Clock) . 
Still O.K. (Gaden). 

FZI, Brazzaville .... ........ 9.44mc, 31.78m 
Weak on closing at 7 o.m. !Clack). 

Madagascar · 
Radie Tananarive, Tananarive 

12.127mc, 24.73m 
Heard closing tran•mission to lndo-China 
with "Marseillaise" at 11.30 p.m. I Edel, 
Gillett). 

Mozambique 
CR7BE, Lourenco Marques 

9.703mc, 30.91 m 
Heord closing stron.gly at 6.40 a.m. 

• !Gillett, Gaden). 
I Note change in frequency.-LJ.K.) 

CR7AA, Lourenco Marques 
. 5.865m, 51.15m 

i(;\/:~ttr.ood at 5, 45 a.m. with music 

THE EAST 
China 
XGOY, Chungking ........ 1 l .909mc, 25.17m 

R7 signal from 8 p.m. (Clack). 
XGOY, Chung king ... . . ... 6. 14mc, 48.86m 

Good at 9.45 p.m'.' in relay with 41.96m 
I Gillett> . 

XGOY, Chungking .. .. . 5.90mc, 50.85m 
News in English at 1'1idnight in relay 
with 6.135mc;, 48.9¥1. Both close at -
12.15 a.m. ltdel) . 

India (Delhi unless otherwise mentioned) 
VUD-8 ............................ l 5.35mc, 19.54m 

Good signal of' 11.45 a .m., 1.30, 7.30 
and 9.30 p.m. (Clack). 

VUD-8 ............................ 1 l .87mc, 25.27m 
Fair only at 1.30 p.m., but R7 with 
news at 7.30 p.m. Stronger later in the 
night, but suffers from QRM !Clack). 

VUD-6 ...................... .. .. l l .79mc, 25.45m 
Fair only with Luxembourg effect on the 
signal at 1.30 p.m. At 5 p.m. strength 
is R7 (Clack). 

VUD-5 .. .. ........... ...... .... ... 11 .76mc, 25.51 m 
Good signal for 1 1.45 a.m. until after 
noon (Clock) . 

VUD-4 ......... ........ 9.59mc, 3 l.28m 
The 9.30 p.m. session · is by far the 
strongest Indian I hove heard and the 
news commentaries are, in my opinion, 
outstanding examples of what commen
taries should be I Clack). 

VUD-5 ................ 7.275mc, 41.24m 
RS when broadcasting news from 9.30-
10 p.m. !Clack). 

VUD-6 .................. ......... 7.215mc, 41.6lm 
Announces as "-- Forces Programme 
from New Dehli." Closes 11 p.m. !Gil
lett). 

VUD- ................................ 6.1 Orne, 49. l 5m 
Very strong in Dictation Speed News at 
5.30 a.m., closes at 6 a.m. I Giiiett). 

VUD- . . .. . .. . . .. 6.06mc, 49.SOm 
Opens stron,gly at 11.15 p.m. (Gillett). 

Ceylon 
S.E.A.C., Colombo ........ 15.275mc, 19.64m 

Weak but audible at 1.30 p.m. !Clack) . 
Philippii:ies 
WVLC, Leyte ............... 7.795mc, 38.48m 

Heard relayina messages· from Manila at 
12.30 a.m. (Edel). 
Who is goina to be the first to report 
KZRM or KZRH? 

CENTRAL AMERICA 
Costa Rica 
TIJ>G, San Jose ... . . .. . . . .. . ... 9.62mc, 31. l 9m 

Opens at good level at 10.05 p.m. (Gil 
lett). Is quite good when in the clear 
at night; weak at 1 p.m.-should be 
better shortly (Gaden) . 

Guatemala 
TGWA, Guatemala City .... 15.17mc, 19.78m 

Heard very well before 7 a.m., one of 
the best an the band at times !Gaden) . 
Heard at 9.45 a.m. (Young). 

GREAT BRITAIN 
BBC, Landan 
GSF . . .. 15.14mc, 19.82m 

As good as any of the BBC's at night 
I Gaden). 

GVX ................................ l l .93mc, 25.15m 
Received well here, used to open at 
3.45 p.m., now. 'Comes in at 2 o'clock 
I Cushen). 

GRU ........................... ..... 9.91 Smc, 30.26m 
Heard from 8-10.45 p.m., also at 3 a.m. 
and closing at 6.30 a.m. !Gillett). (New 
schedule is: 10.15 p.m.-6.30 a.m.; 8-11 
a.m.; 2-3.30 p.m.-L.J.K. ) 

GRH .......................... ...... 9.825mc, 30.53m 
Is OK at 2.30 p.m. with news I Gaden) . 

GRX ............................... 9.69mc, 30.96m 
Old KRX in Pacific Service is doing a 
good job (Gaden) . 

GWI ........................... 7.25mc, 41.38m· 
Excellent signal at 6.30 a.m., but in the 
afternoon not so welcome. At 5.45 p.m. 
for 1 5 minutes, as Rodia Luxembourg 
often upsets reception from KGEX. At 
6 o'clock in German, at 6.10 in Czech 
and from 6.20 to 6.30 in Polish also 
spoils KGEX.-L.J.K. 

GRf:,e :.\:u: static~' "cit ~ii1e95s'B~ 
a very good performance at 
I Gaden). 

A.B.S.l.E. 

4S.43m 
puts up 
6 p,m. 

...................... · 6.1 lmc, 49. lOm 
News at 6.30 a .m.-fair IGill.ett). 

........................ 6.05mc, 49.59m 
Opens at 6.45 a.m. in relay·with 49.lOm 
IGillettl. 

.................. 6.01 me, 49.92m 
Heard in German at 4 o.m. with R8 
QS signal (Edel) . 

SOUTH AMERICA 
Brazil 

PRL-8, Rio de Janiero l l .72mc, 25.60m 
Closes at 6.30 o.m. with chime.-L.J.K. 

PRL-7, Rio de Joniero .... 9.72mc, 30.86m 
Sometimes reasonably good from 8-9 
o.m. !Gaden) . 

Dutch Guiana 
PZX-5, Paramaribo .... l 5.395mc, 19.4£ 

Signal is R7 but noise some nights . 
terrific IClackl . Good le.vel from 9 p.m:; 
closes various times, latest heard 9.5u 
p.m. I Gillett). 

Ecllador 
HCJB, Quito .... . ...... l 5.09mc, l 9.87m 

Heard at fair strength at 9.55 p.m . 
(Gillett). Heard religious service till 
6.30 a.m., then, after numerous an
nouncements in English, they go into 
French. Have heard the announcement 
that they were broadcasting in the 31, 
yes, the 31, 24 and now on the 19-metre 

"HCJB, Quito ..... ... .. . . .. . . 9 . 958mc, 30.12m 
Fair at night (Gaden)·, 

HC2ET, Guayaquil 9. l 9mc, 32.64m 
An old favourite of mine heard around 
8 a.m. and again at 3 p.m.-not very 
strong I Gaden). Heard at 9.45 a.m. 
(Young). 

Paraguay 
ZPA-5, Encarnacion l l.95mc, 25.1 Om 

Heard closing at 2 _p.m. with fair signal 
I Cushen). 

U.S.A. 

San Francisco unless otherwise mentioned 

KRHO, Honolulu ............ 17.80mc, 16.85n 
Opens splendidly at 9 a.m., or as they 
call it, 8 a .m. Tokyo time. Splendid right 
through, but weakens towards closing 
at 4.40 p.m. Long closing onnouncemelJ_ 
(Gaden). News is give at dictation spe6 
at 1.30 p.m.-L.J.K.> 

KROJ .................. .............. 17.76mc, 16.89m 
Heard KROJ at fair strength opening at 
11 a.m. (Perkins). Like this better than 
when he is on l 9.75m earlier, but he 
cannot hold a candle to KRHO ·(Gaden). 

KWID .............................. 17.76mc, 16.89m 
Very nice signal before breakfast, news 
at 7 and 8 I Gaden). 

NPM, Pearl Harbour . ... l 5.92mc, 18.84m 
Heard at 9.45 a.m. (Young). 

KNBI ........ ... ... 15.34mc, 19.56m 
Heard with R6 signal at 10. 15 o.m. 
<Perkins) . 

KCBA ................... ........ 15.275mc, 19.64m 
Opens at 7 a.m. !Gillett>. Very ·nice 
at closing ( 1 0.30), but KGEX is best 

on this band, with KRCA next (Gaden). 
KNBC .. ......... .. ............... 15.24mc, 19.69m 

Heard nicely at 1 p.m. (Perkins). Not 
bod signal but like 13.05mc better 
(Gaden) . (Both close at l .15 p.m.
L.J .K.) 

KGEX .......... ... ..... ... .. 15.21m, 19.72 .. 
R5-6 from 11 a.m. till closing !lt 1.15 
p.m. I Clack). 

KNBX ................................ l 1.89mc, 25.23m 
Heard with R4 signal at 10.15 a .m. in 
United Network programme (Perkins). 

Pave 32 I _... ~ -· - ·· ·---· --.,,: -
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l<tH1c' .. ""............... . ... 1 t.Mn;c:, g.23 
From 3 p.m. is R6-8 for on hour or so, 
then terrific interference sets in (Clock). 
ln parallel with KNBA closing at 6.45 
p.m. (Perkins, Gillett) . 

KCBF .. .. ........................... 9.75mc, 30.77m 
Heard at 8.25 p.m., but signal only 
R3-4, improving to R4-5 at 9 o'clock. 
Morse very bad (Perkins). Usually good 
(Gaden). (·Signal down here is O.K. 
from 7 till nearly l 0 o'clock, but by 
that time WLWR- l, who opened in Euro
pean Service at 9, begins to make him
self felt.-l.J.K. l 

KNBC .................. ..... ... ...... 9.70mc, 30.93m 
Heard in relay with KNBA at 10 p.m. 
!Perkins). Opens at 7 p.m. (Gillett). 

KGEI ................................ 9.S5mc, 3 l.4 l m 
Fair signal with news at 4 p.m. (Clack) . 
!Opens at unusual hour of 3.20 p.m.-
L.J.K.l 

KNBA . .. . . .. 949mc, 3 l.6 l m 
Is RB Q5 from 5 p.m. till closing at 6.45 
(Clock). Heard "Seobees Hour" (Per
kins). Suffers interference from GWF 
for lost 30 minutes or- so.-L.J.K. l 

KNBX .. . . ..... ... .................... 9.49mc, 3 l.6.1 m 
Opens at 7 p.m. (Gillett) . (Was in 
parallel with KNBI, 49.83, for several 
weeks, but hos moved to 7 .57mc, 39.6m, 
L.J.K.) 
-2 ................................ 8.93mc, 33.S8m 
ery good at night (Perkins). (Yes, a 

surprisingly good signal lost week or so. 
-L.J.K) 
KRCA ................................ 7.805mc, 38.43m 

Has beeri heard very badly at closing 
!Gaden) . (Schedule: l-3 p.m.-U.J.K.l 

KNBA .......... .... ........ .......... 7 .805mc1 38.43m 
Heard in Oriental language until closin1:i 
at l l p.m. in parallel with 9.70mc 
!Cushen, P.erk.ins, Gillett). Better signal 

than KNB I and like it better than 
KNBC on 9.70mc (Gaden) . 

KCBF .. ............................. 7 .57mc, 39.6m 
Heard at 6.02 p.m. giving 5-minute 
news-cost, R4-5 with a bit of morse on 
top; closes 6. l S p.m. (,Perkins, Gaden, 
Cushen). 

KNBX ........................... 7.57mc, 39.6m 
See "New Stations.'' · 

KGEX ... . .... .... ... . .... .... .. . ... 7 .25mc, 4 l .38m 
Heard well at night (Perk.ms). Strong 
signal from opening at 5 p.m., but 
suffers from bod interference later in 
the evening (Cushen). See "Soys Who?" 

KRCA . . ....... ........ 6. 18mc, 48.54m 
Opens at good strength at 7 p.m. (Gil-
lett, Perkins). ' 

KCBA ................................ . 6.17mc, 48.62m 
Heard in United Network programmes 
closing at 4 p.m.-L.J .K. Opens 9t 7 

. m. !Gillett). 
BA .. .... ........... ... ........ 6. l 7mc, 48.62m 
Heard closing at 6. l 5 p.m . and reopening 
at 7; signal splendid at night (Perkins, 
Cushen). Not as good as most of the 
the rs (Gaden). 

....... ..... 6. l 2mc, 49.02m 
ery good all night (Gaden, Gillett, Per-

kins). (Like its sister on l 7 .8mc, spends 
a lot of time on the air, viz., 5 p.m.
l.15 o.m.; l.30-5 a.m.-L.J.K.) 

KROJ ....... .. .... 6.1 Omc, 49.15m 
R6-7 signal from 7 p.m . ni,ghtly, but 
noise level very high !Clack). 

KGEI . .............................. .. 6.09mc, 49.25m 
Like this on the new frequency (Per
kins). R7. from 6.30 p.m. (Clock) . 
Probably best of night Son Franciscans 
!Gaden). 

KNBI ....................... 6.02mc, 49.83m 
Opens at 7 and about about the weak
est 'Frisco. transmitter (Gaden). 

Other than 'Frisco and Honolulu· 
WLWO, Cincinnati ......... 17.SOmc, 16.85m 

Very fine at breakfast time (Gaden) . 
(Programme, and a good one, too, Is for 
Latin-America from 7.30-8.45 a.m.-
L.J.K. ) . 

WLWL, Cincinnati .. .. 13.022.Smc, 23.03m 
Excellent signal !RBl every morning be
tween 6.30 and 8.30 (Clack>. !Schedule 
is 5.30-9 a.m. directed to North Africa. 
-L.J.K.l 

WLWL, Cincinnati ........ 12.96mc, 23.13m 
Like this fellow very much, closes 9 a.m. 
!Gaden). 

WMBI, New York ........ l 1.li1mc, 2.S.27m 
Carries Latin-America transmission. Is 
heard closing at 2 p.m. with •long English 
announcements-interference from Delhi 
!Cushen!. 

WRUL, Boston ...... . 1 l.73mc, 25.SSm 
Fair signal from 7-8 o.m., but sutfers 
trom \,!RM. Not audible on re-opening 
at 8.lS !Clack). 

WLWX, Cincinnati ... .. .. l l . 7 l me, 25,62m 
Spanish language at 8.30 a.m. (Gillett!. 

WBOS, Boston ........... . 9.897mc, 30.3 l m 
Good signal every morning until closing 
at 7 .45 I Clack) . Interference spoils a 
good signal and a good programme, 
especially the final five minutes before 
closing at 7.45 o.m. (Gaden). 

WLWL, Cincinnati ..... 9.897mc, 30.3 l m 
rleard call at l 0 o.m.-the best 30-
metre at thot time (Gaden). 

WNRA, New York ..... ... 9.85mc, 30.44m 
News head I ines at 7 a.m., fol lowed in 
two or three minutes by Cross Section
excerpts from Editorials-very good and · 
good signal.-L.J.K. Good up until after 
10 a.m. (Gaden). 

WNRI, New York .. .. . ... 9.85mc, 30.44m 
Excellent in musical programme at l 0.30 . 
p.m.-L.J.K. 

WLWR, Cincinnati ........... . 9.75mc, 30.77m 
Great signal at 7.30 a .m. ! Cushen). Very 
nice at 8 and 9 a.m., but weakens a lot 
after l 0 o'clock (Gaden). 

WLWR-1, Cincinnati ..... ... 9.75mc, 30.77m 
Opens at 9 p.m. and very quickly puts 

· up a fight with KCBF. Before closing 
at l p.m. the next day, uses English, 
French, Belgian, Italian, Dutch, takes a 
relay from the BBC, hos a variety pro
gramme and, to cop off, a musical pro-

. gramme of long duration.-L.J.K. 
WCBN, New York ........ 7.832.Smc, 38.30m 

Has Armed Forces Radio Service pro
gramme at 6.30 o.m. Stil l heard at 8 
but fades fast (Cushen) . Heard from 
7.30-9.15 o.m. <Gillett). 

WOOW, New York ....... ..... 7:82mc, 38.36m 
Heard well at 7.30 o.m. (Gaden). 

WNRI, New Yark ....... , .... 7.57mc, 39.6m 
Not too .good-weakens before 10 a.m. 
(Gaden). 

WLWS-1, Cincir.inati . 6.37mc, 47. lOm 
In parallel with WLWS-2, 832.Smc, 
from 8.45-10.15 p.m.-L.J.K. 

WOOC, New York ........ 6. l 2mc, 49.02m 
Heard nicely at 7.30 (Gaden). 

WNRX, New York ....... . 6. l Orne, 49. l 5m 
Is good enough for the 8 o.m. session, 
but weakens and fades out earlier than 
the other two NBC's in parallel (Gaden). 

WRUW, Boston ............ 6.04mc, 49.67m 
Spanish language programme 6.30 a.m . 
!Gillett). 

U.S.S.R. 
Moscow unless otherwise mentioned 

......................... ....... l 5.23mc, l 9.70m 
Now heard well in 8.40 a.m. session in 
English. At 9.15 said they were on 6.98, 
7.3, l l .88, l l .95 and l 5.23mc,-L.J.K. 
...... ........................... l2.26mc, 24..47m 

Coll ing BBC for a talk in Italian at 
10.30 p.m. !Edell , 

...... ............ . ·9.725mc, 30.85m 
Heard at 12.15 o.m. (Young) . (This is 
also the frequency for Leningrod.
L.J.K. l 

... .. . .. .. .. 9.09mc, .33.00m 
Heard at l.45 a.m. <Young) . 

--, Azerbaijan Prov ..... 6.SOmc, 46.15m 
Music and talks. Closes l. l 5 o.m. On 

,,. again at 2.30 o.m. (Edell. 
-- .. .. . ... .... ....... ...... .. .. . . . . . 6.30mc, 47 .68m 

News in English at 4 a .m . <Edell. 
........ ........................ 6.24mc, 48.07m 

News in English at 3 a.m. (Edell. 
. ........ .. ....... .... ..... 6.07mc, 49.42m 

News in English at 9 .40 and l 0.20 p.m. 
(Edell . 

WEST INDl·ES 
Cuba 
COBC, Havana .............. ... 9.37mc, 32.00m 

At 7 a.m. is fairly good with music 
!Gillett). 

COCX, liavana .. .. ......... .. . 9.20mc, 32.36m 
Good at 7.30 o.m. !Gillett), 
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COllQ, Havana . .......... 9.iimc, 3:2.54111 
Fair strenQth in between morse at 7 a.m. 
<Gillett ) . 

--, Havana ... .. ......... ..... --me, 33.30m 
See "Says Who?" 

Haiti 
HH3W, .Port-au-Prince 1 O l 3mc 29.62m 

Opens with trumpets ·c,·t 9jo p.m'. (Edel). 
Good nightly from lo p.m. !Gil lett). 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Arabia 
ZNR, Aden ............. ... .... l 2. l l me, 24.77m 

Announcements in English at 2 a.m., but 
programme continues in Arabic ( Edell -

ZNR, Aden ....... · ...... 6.75mc, 44.38m 
Some remarks as above (Edel ). Heard 
we ll at 2 a.m. IYoungl. 

Canada 
CBFX, Montreal ..... ....... 9.63mc 3 I. l 5m 

Good mu~ical prog~amme at l \. l 5 p.m. 
.!Gillett). !All India Radio kindly mov-
1g to 3 l.28m has made it possible to 
hear wi th pleosure our Canadian 
cousins.-L.J .K.) 

Finland 
OIX-4, Laht i........ .... ... l5.19mc, l9.75m 

See ." New Stations." 
Fronce 
--, Paris ...... .... .. .... 15.095mc l9.87m 

Very good opening at 10 p.m. '(Gillett) . 
See " New Stations." 

--, Paris ..... ..... .. . 9.SOmc, 3 l .58m 
Heard closing at 7 o .m. with " Marseil
laise" (Gillett). 

Italy 
HVJ, Vatican City 5.968mc, 50.26m 

At 4.45 a.m. were giving ·messages in 
Polish (Edel). 

Iraq 
Radio Baghdod .... 7.09mc, 42.32m 

Heard at l l. l 5 p.m. (Young l . 
Mexico 
XEWW, Mexico City ... . 9.50mc, 31.58m 

Weak but audible around 3 p.m. !Clack). 
Best signal for these parts in a fternoon 
I Gaden ). 

)<EQQ, Mexico City ...... .. 9.68mc, 30.99m 
Heard weakly at 8 a .m. and with fair 
signal in afternoon (Gaden l. 

Portugal 
CSW-6, Lisbon .. ........ .. ll .04mc, 27.l7m 

Just audible at 8.50 a.m.-L.J.K. 
Emissora National, Lisbon 

At 5.32 a.m. said, 
National." Speech in 
( Edel l. 

6.375mc, 47 .06m 
11 Lisbon Em issora 
Portuguese R6 Q4 

Sweden 
SBT, Stock1holm . .... ... ... l 5. l 5mc, l 9.80m 

Calling WLW, Cincinnati, at 1 O p.m. 
(Gillett ) . At 1 o.m. Monday, heard in 
Engl ish a talk on Swedish Industry. At 
l. l 8 said, "That is the end of our 
weekly review in English. Programme 
continued in Swedish (Edell . 

SBP, Stockholm .......... .. 1 l ,705mc, 25.63m 
In parallel with SBT at 1 a.m. (Edell. 

SBO, Stockholm .. .......... 6.065mc, 49.46m 
Classical music with customary 11 bells 
at 6.30 a.m. <Gillett). · 

Switzerland . 
HER-5, Berne .. ... ... ...... .. l l.96mc, 25.08m 

Heard at 4.45 p.m. !Young) . 
HER-, Berne ....... ......... l 2.965mc, 23. I 4m 

Heard at 6.30 p.m. Tuesday and Satur-
day (Young) . · 

HEl-5, Berne ........ , ... l l.7l5mc, 25.61m 
I never get tired of the lovely opening 
signal on Tuesdays and Saturdays just 
before 6 p.m.-l.J;K. 

HEl-2, Berne .... ............ 6.345mc, 47.28m 
At 4.45 o.m. in French gives location as 
Lausanne, but may be broadcast relay 
( Edel ). Heard at 5.45 a.m. <Young). 

--, Geneva .. .... .... ...•. . 18.45mc, 16.26m 
Heard at 1.30 a.m. (Young). ( Is this 
Berne? I understood all s.w. transmitters
are now at Berne.-L.J.K.) 

Syria 
Radio Levant, Beirut .... 8.035mc, 37.34m 

Heard at l l p.m. (Young) . Heard ser
mon in. English at l 2.50 a.m. Monday 
at 1.03 a.m. "lei Radio Levant" (Edell . 
band on l 5.09mc (Gaden). 

HCJB, Quito ......... ....... 12.445mc, 24.08m 
Fairly cood at night (Gaden l. 
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Speedy Query Service 
Conducted u11der the persona1 supervision of A. G. Hui~ 

C.W. (Cairns; Q.l complains that 
we do not publish enough circuits 
and articles or haw to build sets. 

A-Unfortunately the construction 
of receivers, and the use of compon
ent parts for any purpose other than 
the maintenance of existing receivers 
is controlled under National Security 
Regulations. To devote space to ·in
citing readers to break the regula
tions might be considered a waste by 
our IT\ore seriousminded supporter;. 

* * * 

P.P.G. (Camberwell, Vic.) has a 
broken-down set which has a bright 
light in one of the valves. 

A.-lt all depends on which valve 
is showing the light. If it is the 
rectifier, which will most likely be 
indicated. by having number 80, on 
the glass or base, the indication is 
that there is a short-circuit of the 
high tension current, probably due 
to a broken down condenser. On 
the other hand if the trouble is in 
the output valve (type 42, 6F6, 
6V6, etc.) the indication is a break
down in the speaker · transformer. 

FILING RESISTORS 
(Concluded from last month's issue) 

ment is bad practice anyway, and 
that they would rather pay the price 
for new components than risk using 
old ones containing possible unseen 
faults. This argument is quite a good 
one, but to reassure those enthus
iasts who find it necessary to do 
things cheaply, I have recently built 
six or seven pieces of high quality 
test equipment, all using second 
hand parts and in no case have any 
of these been troublesome owing to 
the age and previous use of their 
components. The one stringent ne
cessity is, however, to carefully test 
in every way possible all second 
hand units before re-using them. 

Of course, there are a thousand 
other possibilities and it is pretty 
hopeless to tell you all you need to 
know about finding and curing every 
rossible breakdown trouble in a s;et, 
especially when you don't even men
tion the type of set, brand or model. 

* • • 

"Y.Y.Y." (Bendigo) finds that an 
·earth wire makes little difference to 
his a.c. operated set at home~ but 
when using a battery set out on his 
farm the earth wire makes a lot of 
improvement to reception. 

A-Yes, this is quite normal. The 
a.c. set is earthed by virtue of capac
ity effects between the power mains 
and earth. Even if the earth wire 
did make a difference to the a.c. 
set it would be disguised by the auto
matic volume control action, except 
on the weakest stations. · 

• • • 

"Susie" ( Ctovefly) ia interested in 
hi9h-quality reproduction. 

4-.-Welcome to the ranks of 
gromophone enthusiasts. You are 
not by any means the only subscriber 
from the fair sex. Some of my tough
est technical queries are asked by 
young ladies who are working on 
equipm<int of advanced design, sucfi 
as volume expanders and compres
sors. Girls are doing plenty of work 
in the radio factories, too, and old
timers will recall that one of Syd
ney's earliest radio parts shops was 
McKenzie's. 

* • 

K.C. (Balla rat) has one of the 
Airzone audio transformers of the 
small high-fidelity type but Is doubt
ful obout its correct app'lication. 

A-With this transformer and 
others using similar types of modern 
small cores it is essential to keep 
direct current out of the windings 

The nose section of the B-29 
Superfortress, America's newest air 
weapon, contains all facilities for 
the bombardier, pilot, co-pilot, flight 
engineer, navigator and radio opera
tor. Included in the items of equip
ment are 14 different radio systems. 
The nose section also takes four of 
the eight miles_ of electrical wiring 
In each ship. 

,.. ........ .,,, ......... ·.·······rl' ............ .. 
as otherwise it will affect the core 
characteristics in such a way that 
nothing can be done, except pos
sibly to return the core to America 
for fresh heat treatment. The proper 
way is to feed the plate of the valve 
through a resistor of about 50,000 
ohms, and couple the output into the 
primary of the audio transformer 
through a .1 or .5 mfd. condenser, 
earthing the other end of the prim
ary or connecting it back to high 
tension. Loading resistors of . I 
megohms should be fitted across the 
two sections of the secondary, or a.2 
megohm from grid to grid. 

• .. 
T.P. (Kew) enquires about the 

Wireress Institute. 

A.-Yes; the Wireless Institute of 
Australia is still active. Meetings 
ore held on the first Tuesday in each 
month at the rooms, 1 91 Queen 
Street, Melbourne. · We suggest you 
go along to one of these meetings 
and doubtless the Secretary will toke 
you in hand. Membership secretaries 
T. D. Hogan, 'phone UM l 73p and J. 
G. Marsland, 'phone WM 3958. 

* .. .• 

H.S. ( Wagga Wagga) asks obout 
Sir Ernest Fisk. 

A-It is said that Sir Ernest is 
to take up the position of Managing 
Director of E.M.I. in England. E.M.1. . 
stands for Electric and MltSical ln
·dustries, and is a vast organisation. 
We understand that it is closely asso
ciated with H.M.V. (The Gramophone 
Company) and possibly with many 
other radio companies, but it is not 
to be confused with the English Mar- . 
coni Company. 
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'~NAME'RICAN USES EIMAC VALVES 

Writ• for yo•IF copy of Electronic Telesis-a 64 
1 poge booklet fully illuslroted-covering fundo· 

m•ntalt of Electronics and ma"y of its important 

opplicotions. Written in layman's language-. 

The A111traluian Radio World, March, 1945. 

Pan American World Airways, which has done 
so much ro advance the war-timt: goals of th<: 
nation, has just announced a plan for a new 
service ro South America. Employing a leet of 
stratosphere planes, carrying I 08 passengers, 
flying at more than three hundred miles an hour, 
Pan American proposes to take uavelers from 
New York to Rio de Janiero in less than twenty 
hours in~tead of the present sixty• six hours, 
charging S I 7 S for -the trip, as against the cur· 
rent rate of S49 I. 

Pan American Airways and all its associated 
and affiliated companies, which comprise the 
P.A. A.World System, have been using Eim:tc 
valves in the key ~ockcts of all ground sta· 
ti<)ns for a number of years. 

Because of the extensive operations of 
Pan American \Vorld Airways, these valves 
have been subjected to about every test pos
sible - altitudes; ground level; extremely 
col<l climates and higb temperatures found 
at the equator; conditions of high and low 
humidity; and in some instances, when new 
bases are being built, perhaps somewhat 
trying power conditions. The high regard 
which P. A. A. engineers have for Eimac 
valves is clearly evidenced by their continued 
and more extensive use, as the years roll by. 

The fact that Eimac valves are the number 
one favorite of the commercial airlines 1s 
important evidence to substantiate the oft 
repeated statement that "Eimac valves arc 
first choice of leading electronic engineers 
throughout the world." 

Fo/1011· the leaders to 

EITEl·McCULLOUGH, Inc., 947 Son Mateo Ave., Sa11 ltv110, Colif. 

Plants Localed al: San lruno, California and Salt La•• City, Utoh 

hport A9ent1: 
Fra1ar I Hanson, 301 Clay St., San Francl1ce 1l, Colifor11icl. U.S. A 
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Whatever job you are engaged upon at 
the present time, whether it is in the 
Forces, or in the Factory, or in al'!y of the 
many essential Services, keep the Future 
well before you. Remember, the war won't 
last forever and the Peace must find you 
prepared to take your place in the post
war world where competition will be very 
keen. Radio i'S a young industry which has shown remarkable 
progress in the past few years. The future po'Ssibilities of Radio 
are unlimited, and they spell security and prosperity for a man 
who is trained. 

YOU CAN START RIGHT AWAY 
Right now openings in Radio are greater than 
the number of men available to fill them. Here 
are three good reasons, moreover, why A.R.C. 
Radio Training must interest you so vitally. 
1. You will enter today's most pro,gressive 
Industry. 2. You will be pulling your weight 
In the war effort. 3. You will have a splendid 
career ahead of you when the war Is over. 

· COSTS LITTLE 
Think of thls--for a few pence per day-ac
tually less than many fellows spend on to
bacc ou con prepare vourself for a man-

Radio Is now being used to save vltol 
spraying materials In Industry. The spray
ing of radio valves is now controlled by 
a new radio device. The conveyor belt 
carries unpainted valves In front · of two 
special spray guns, and then Into the 
baking oven. A control In the form of an 
electronic switch makes certain that the 
guns spray each valve completely, but 
withhold the spray If certain valves are 
missing from their sockets on the con
veyor belt. Truly a marvellous device 
which can be used by those Interested 
In many forms of spraying. 

TRAIN AT HOME, IN CAMP, OR AT 
OUR BENCHES 

A.R.C. offers ambitious men a sound. proven 
course in Radio Engineering. Sound because it 
is the result of many years' successful opera
tion; proven, because hundreds of ex-students 
owe their present success to the college. You 
con team with equal facility at home, or 
even In camp with your unit (by means of 
our correspondence course), whilst the mod
ernly equipped College workshops ore avail
obit to night students. 

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE 
UNNECESSARY 

You don't need a knowledge of Radio or Elec
tricity-we'll give vou all you need of both, 
in a simple, practical manner that makes 
leomlng easy; presented, too, In such a way 
that vou remember what vou're taught and 
speedily gain the opportunity to PRACTl
GALL Y use your knowledge. A.R.C. Training 
fully covers Radio Servicemen's licensing 
requirements for technical knowledge. 

AU ST RALi AN 
RAD I 0 

COLLEGE 
PTY. L:TO. 

Cnr. BROADWAY & CITY ROAD 
SYDNEY - Phone M6391-M6392 

Nq 621.38405 AUS 

HERE'S PROOF 
"I'm blessing the day I started with A.R.C. 
Already I've earned enough to cover all ex
penditures, including: ( I l Course paid for.j 
12) Two meters, value pre-war. £26; (3 
Four Radios to learn on and experiment on, 
plus a fair amount of stock, value roughly 
£15-and, best of al~ worth more than ,.q 
-A DECENT FUTURt:." I 

-H.B., Western Austral; 

"Just a letter of appreciation and thanks 
for what your radio course hos done ·for me. 
Since obtaining my Certificate in Decer, 
I hove serviced I 45 receivers, and I 
proud to soy that not one of them had .4 
beat, thanks to your wonderful course and 
advice. 

-D.H., Home Hill, Q'ld. 

SEND FOR THIS BOOK 
First thing to do If 
you wont to secure 
vital Radio facts Is to 
send for "Careers In 
Radio and Televlslon," 
a lavishly Illustrated 
book published by the 
College and available 
to approved enquirers. 
Send coupon for your 
FREE COPY NOWI 

·------------------------'; f To Mr. L. B. GRAHAM, Principal, I 
: Australian Radio College Pty. Ltd. I 
, Broadway, Sydney. 'Phone, M 6391-2 I 
, Dear Sir,-1 am interested In Radio. Please ~ 
, send me, without obligation on my ~part, 
' the free book, "Careers in Radio and Tele- ~ 
, vision." # 

: ~~-~~~~~:: : ::::::::::::::::.:_:::::_::::::::::::::::::~:~:wi : 
~-----·-------------------' Printed by the Bridge Printery, 117 Reservoir St., Sydney, N.S.W., for the proprietor of the "Australasian Radio World," Elizabeth St., Sydney. 
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